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C on gressw om an o n cam pus

SLO to beat
the punch

Devan M cClaine

Lauren Z ah n er

MUSIANC DMIY
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Incumbent Cxingrcsswonun Lois
C'apps paid a visit to the C'al l\)ly
campus Tuesday. The democrat
who represents C'alifornia’s 23rd
( AJtigressiona!
district
(which
includes portions of Ventura, Santa
Barbara and San Luis Cibispo
CA)unties) is campaigning Lor reelection 111 November’s elections.
Capps is known best tor her strong
stance as an environmental advo
cate. She was first elected to
C'ongress m 199S in a special elec
tion after the death of her husband,
Kep. Walter Clapps.
On Tuesday, C'apps’ activity cen
tered mostly on the C!al Boly
Democrats booth in the University
Union I’laza, as she welcomed both
registering voters and supporters.
However, the second-term con
gresswoman spoke candidly with all
and offered a handshake to all she
met, including the surrounding fra
ternity booths in the UU IMaza
Although not all agreed with the
Santa Barbara resident, C'apps said
she “still enjoyed herself.”
^
S i
'
When asked about her primary
purpose for visiting the campus
Clapps replied, "Voter registration
— it doesn’t matter what party. It’s
so important that young people just
get out and vote.
As far as issues concerning young
voters, Capps criticized the recent
BRENNAN ANGEL MUSTANC. [>Alt,Y
cutting o f student loans.
Lois Capps, congresswoman for the 23rd district, visited with students in the University Union on Tuesday.
“ I believe college tuition should
“She’s a great Democrat, she believes in
be tax-free. I think it’s in the best interest of country on healthcare, yet we are failing in
giving everyone an economic and social
everyone, the best interest of our economy providing (health care),” she said.
The president of the Cal Poly Democrats, chance, she’s been a great opponent o f the
that young people pursue higher education.”
The 68-year-oId Capps is also a former reg Zachary Austin, was impressed by Capps’ current administration,” Austin said.
istered nurse and healthcare still remains one energy and described the congresswoman as
Austin also stated that it was Capps’ organi
o f her political focal points.
“very friendly and outgoing.” Austin, a polit- zation that originally contacted the Cal Poly
“Our system is broken, we have so many ical science junior praised the congresswoman Democrats.
problems...we spend more than any other for her stance as a politician.

The Women’s Shelter Program
of San Luis Obispo C'ounty and a
team of art and design students
combined efforts to generate this
m onth’s “ Beat the Punch” cam
paign, a violence preventative pro
gram soliciting the alliance of the
community’s young men.
“The point is to create a dia
logue on campus and in the com
munity about domestic violence
prevention,” said Lindsey Dunn of
the Women’s Shelter Program and
“Beat the Punch” project coordi
nator.
“Beat the Punch” as a slogan was
the idea o f the C'al Poly team. The
team consisted of two photogra
phers and three designers from last
year’s ART 432 class, advertising
design. They also came up with
promotional materials for the cam
paign such as coasters and posters.
“We just kind o f ran with it and
made it into this whole other big
thing,” Dunn said.
Ivan Yip, an art and design grad
uate, was one of the designers and
said this was his first time leading a
design team. He thinks the project
gave the team more incentive to
work on community projects in the
future.
“I hope it’s really successful. I
think it’s going to be because it
reaches a male audience in a
straightforward way and in a subtle
way that doesn’t offend people,”
Yip said.
When asked why they chose a
promotional approach versus an
emotional or statistical approach.
Yip pointed out that those tactics

see Election, page 2

Poly one o f five safest schools in C SU system
Joshua Krane
MUSTANi; DAILY

Cal Poly is one of the safest state univer
sities in California, University Police Chief
Bill Watton said a recent crime statistics
report shows.
The report, which details arrests made
on-and-off campus from 2iX)3 to 2(K)5,
shows that most arrests were made for mis
demeanor liquor and drug law violations.
There were 86, 33, and 53 such arrests
made during that time.
Watton, who estimated Cal Poly as one
of the five safest schools in the CSU sys
tem, said the higher number in 2003 pos

sibly was a result of the raucous Mardi Gras
celebrations that year.
Most of Cal Poly's felony arrests came
from burglary and vehicle theft.There were
33, 16 and 23 such arrests made in 2003 to
2(K)5 respectively. Sgt. Carol Montgomery
said most of the vehicle theft arrests were
made for students stealing golf carts.
Watton said these statistics are about
average for Cal Poly, where the vast major
ity of students are law abiding.
“Ninety-nine point nine percent (of stu
dents) know what they’re doing and aren’t
a problem and are going to school to get an
education,” Watton said.
Felony arrests have decreased 46 percent

over the past five years, Watton said. There
were four arrests made for rape or sexual
battery in 2003 and one in 2(K)5. There
were none in 2(K)4.
Aerospace
engineering
freshman
Christina Hernandez, who lives in the
Whitney dorms, said she feels safe at Cal
Poly. She said she was made aware o f the
reality of sexual attacks on campus when
she saw a red handprint, which marks
where a sexual attack occurred, on the
sidewalk outside her dorm.
“I just feel like I could have been the
one who was attacked. It draws your atten
tion to it and made me think it actually
see Crime, page 2

see Prevention, page 2
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P revention continued from page I

have been done before.
“ People just quickly glance over it.
We’re wanting to stop the problem
before it starts,” Yip said. “We want to
take a positive light and just encourage
the alternative activities.”
The coasters, which are being dis
tributed at local bars and restaurants,
have the campaign’s Web site printed
on them to direct people to alternative
activities and other preventative mea
sures.
Besides pointing people to the Web
site,Jason O ’Hagan, the general manag
er of Downtown Brewing ('o., said he

E lection
continued from page I

Indeed. C^ipps sighted a need for
change m the current political climate,
starting at the top.
“We need new leadership, so many
things we believe in as a country are
being directly opposed, for example the
lorture Bill, I think we can have effec
tive legislation without infringing on
individual rights,” she said.
Not everyone m the UU Plaza
shared the same sentiment as Austin.
Kyan (\isev a graphic conimunicatioii sophomore described C'apps in less
glowing terms .ifter the Theta (dii
neinber h.id a pmlonged conversation
with ( .ippN centering on the war m
Irai]
“She knows what she’s talking about
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thinks the coasters will start conversa
tions. Employees at Downtown Brew,
as well as McC'arthy’s, C'ornerview and
M arti’s, will be wearing “ Beat the
launch” t-shirts and passing out coast
ers.
“ When people see that they’ll
understand that (domestic) violence is
out there,” Hagan said.
Domestic violence is indeed out
there, with 20 percent of violent crime
against women being from an intimate
partner in 2001, according to the statis
tics page of the “Beat the Punch” Web
site. Locally, 1)unn said, there are over
100 women in the Women’s Shelter
Program at any one time.
“(Domestic violence) crosses all —

rich, poor, ethnic — groups. It reaches
everyone,” Dunn said.
The campaign is putting resources
out into the community, but if the
number of calls to the shelter increases,
Dunn said she will not know if that sig
nifies a rise m violence or in awareness.
"My hope is to just get the message
out there ... how can I tell if I’ve pre
vented violence or not?...The only way
to really tell is to weigh it out over the
next 10 years.”
Dunn hopes to get fraternities and
other campus organizations involved.
She has stickers, posters, magnets and
wristbands available for any groups that
want to get involved.
The “Beat the Punch” Web site is
w'w'w. violencefreecommunity.com.

and has some great ideas. She knew
what the problems were (in Iraq) but
had no solutions,” C'asey said.
When asked for her stance on the
war the C-ongresswoman was again
uncertain.
“We can’t turn our back on (the
Iraqi people), but it’s a mess and there is
no easy answer. At some point we have
to put the situation m (the Iraqi peo
ple’s) hands.” she said.
However, C'apps is far more resolute
on
her
Web
site
(www.house.gov/capps/), stating she
believes “our presence in Iraq is hurt
ing. rather than helping” and the best
w,iy to support our troops is to “bring
them home.”
Clapps’ opponent, Kepublican Victor
I). lognazzim, said he also plans to visit
the C^il Poly campus. The Santa Maria
native plans to attend a barbecue m

conjunction with the Cal Poly
Kepublicans.
Though he said Capps was voted the
nicest person in C'ongress, Tognazzini
does find some faults with her.
"(C?apps) only voted H percent of the
time with small business ... she voted
92 percent of the time against small
business,” Tognazzini said.
Additionally, as a farmer with 34
years of experience, Tognazzini said
C'apps’ environmental policies differ
from his.
Whereas he bases his ideas on science
and his “strong, personal commitment,”
Tognazzini said C'apps relies on the
“government to protect (land)” and
would prefer to convert land to nation
al parks.
C?apps and Tognazzini will vie for the
23rd District C'ongressional seat when
elections are held Nov. 7.

C rim e
continued from page

could happen,” Hernandez said.
Hernandez said she went to crime prevention presen
tations during WOW week and at the beginning of the
year.
Watton said San Luis Obispo’s rural community and
campus police’s high visibility has helped keep crime low
Cal Poly’s well-lit campus and relatively low on-campus
resident population, around 3,000, also contributes to the
low crime rate, he said.
“Statistically speaking, you’re probably safer here than
where you came from outside of campus,” Watton said.
Watton said SO percent of arrests are made in student liv
ing areas off campus on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights. Many of those arrested don’t attend Cal Poly, he said
Montgomery said alcohol is the main culprit in most ot
the arrests made. She said intoxication often leads to other
crimes like vandalism and sexual butery.
“(The crimes) always involve alcohol, because if they
were sober, they wouldn’t do that. You would say,‘I would
never do that,’ but if you have alcohol in your system, it
impairs your judgment.”
While there were no misdemeanor weapons possession
arrests made in 2()()3-0.5, two hate crime arrests were made
m 2003.
Champús police give crime prevention seminars to Cal
Poly’s on-campus housing areas and fraternities and soror
ities. C'ampus police
also offer these seminars, which discuss
personal safety and
health and sexual
assault, to all campus
organizations.
Watton said his
department plans to
How safe
increase the number
do you feel
o f blue phones on
on campus?
campus so that one
will be visible any take the poll a t www.mustan^daüly.net
where on campus.
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SO U TH LAKE TAHOE
(AP) — An unexpected winter
like storm blanketed the South
Lake Tahoe area with several
inches of snow early Tuesday, dis
rupting traffic and forcing high
way workers to scramble the
snowplows.
All roads and passes remained
open, but tire chains were
required early in the day on high
ways 88 and 50.
('alifornia Highway Patrol Sgt.
Betsy Legg in South Lake Tahoe
said officers had responded to
multiple spinouts and minor col
lisions.
“The snow^ is more than we’d
expected,” she siiid.

W ASHINGTON (AP) —
House Speaker Dennis Hastert
said Tuesday he’ll dismiss anyone
on his staff found to have cov
ered up concerns about ex-Rep.
Mark Foley’s approaches to for
mer pages. Hastert said he hud
dled with his staff members last
week and he believes they acted
appropriately in handling infor
mation on Foley’s conduct. But
he also issued them a stern warn
ing: “If they did cover something
up, then they should not contin
ue to have their jobs.”(
• • •

UNITED NATIONS (AP)
— North Korea must face “some
punitive actions” for testing a
nuclear device, China’s U.N.
ambassador said Tuesday, suggest
ing that Beijing may be willing to
impose* some form of Security
Council
sanctions
against
Pyongyang.
China’s
U.N.
Ambassador Wang (iuangya told
reporters that the council must
give a “firm, constructive, appro
priate but pnident response” to
North Korea.
• • •
NEW DELHI (AP) — A ban
on child labor took effect Tuesday,
but at roadside food stalls across
New Delhi, many of the boys and
girb who serve glasses of piping
hot tea, wash dishes, mop floors
and take out tnesh were not cele
brating.
The children of India’s tens of
millions of poor families are the
sole breadwinnersin many cases.
“As it is, 1 barely make enough
to survive,” said 12-year-old
Dinesh Kumar, who has been
doing odd jobs since coming to
New Delhi three years ago fiom a
village in eastern India. “This will
be a bad blow. 1 really don’t know
what rU do.”
The new law bans hiring chil
dren under age 14 as servants in
homes or as workers in restau
rants, tea shops, hotels and spas.

C
•
PASO ROBLES <AP) —
Paso Kobles High School is
introducing a new curriedium
aimed at linking reading and
writing skills tn vpcadonai educa
tion to better prepare studentt
who don't go on to college.
Paso Robles students already
are the state’s most active and suc
cessful in SkillsUSA, a national
organization that promotes voca
tional education and holds tech
nical competitions.
Students taking English cours
es will continue to study gram
mar and literature to meet state
educational standards, but reading
the newspaper will also be incor
porated.

I www.mustangdaily.net I
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Convicted
Washington-area
sniper Lee Boyd Malvo is seek
ing a proatl plea agreement in
which he would plead guilty to
other 2(K)2 sniper shootings that
authorities have linked him to,
defense attorneys and Maryland
prosecutors said Tuesday.
The deal, announced as Malvo
formally pleaded guilty to six
Maryland murders, could be
reached before his Nov. 9 sen
tencing for those killings. He is
expected to receive six life sen
tences, without chance of parole,
at that hearing.
Malvo
lawyer
William
Brennan said he hoped to use the
time before sentencing to “reach
a global resolution to Mr.
Malvo’s legal problems.’’

in Fremont fueling
speculation o f move
OAKLAND — CXakland Athletics’
owtier Lewis Wolff purchased 10 acres
of land near the Fremont site the
team has eyed for a new baseball sta
dium.
A company controlled by Wolff
bought three lots along Interstate 88()
that are adjacent to a vacant, 143-acre
site the A’s have targeted for a new
ballpark, the t')akland Tribune report
ed Tuesday.
County records show Brandin
C'ourt Farmers LLC purchased the
property assessed at $5.9 million in
July. Wolff told the paper he owns the
company that purchased the land.
Wolff said he is not personally
involved in the transactions and has
not seen the property, but was assuied
the land would be valuable no matter
what happens in the future. The A’s
see a Fremont site giving them access
to a San Jose fan base.

The A’s, who share the Oakland
Coliseum with the NFL’s C^akland
Raiders, have been searching for a
suitable location and funding for a
new stadium for several years, branch
ing out into the surrounding area
after locating no suitable sites in
Oakland.
Last March, Wolff confirmed the
A's interest in exploring a move to
Fremont, just a few miles south of
Oakland on the east side of San
Francisco Bay.
The club also is widely thought to
be interested in moving to San Jose if
the San Francisco Giants’ territorial
rights to the area can be resolved.
Several sites for a new ballpark could
be available in the thriving South Bay.
The team’s lease with the govern
ment-owned stadium runs through
2(H)7.

"V oted one o f Cal Poly's
favorite pizzas"

Independent
Fresh
Delicious

In the downtown center by

Starbucks
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Question of the day:
D o you feel siife on cam p u s:?

“ Yeah, there are
“Yeah, there
cops here and
are a lot o f the
when there are
blue safety poles
drunk people
and I haven’t had
they just keep
a problem
walking.”
before.”

“Yes, I do feel
safe ... Linless it’s
at night.”

“ It’s a lot safer
than where I’m
from so I have no
problem walking
around at night.”

-Zach Caleb

-Richard R jd z

-Katja D am

meclianiail ett^ineerin^

liberal studies fresiin tan

junior

-Erin Stalker city and tej^ional plannitij^
Jreslinian
iiutfition setiior

0';.=

NEEDS AN “UNDER FOUR” REMINDER. D R I N K R E S P O N S IB L Y .

MOST C A L POLY STUDENTS DRINK UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SI
message brought to you by Cal Poly students based on a survey o f„C tl f^d

“Yes because
there are always
people around.”

-Sontia Sluridan
psycliolq^' so¡)liomore

M u s t a n g D aily
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H ussein
thrown out o f
genocide trial
llA(iUl)Al), Iraq (Al*) — Siuklam
Hussein and a co-defendant were
thrown out of court Tuesday after the
former leader began to shout during
his trial on charges of genocide
against Iraq’s Kurdish population.
Saddam interrupted the proceed
ings by shouting a verse from the
t^uran.
“Fight them and (iod will punish
them!” Saddam yelled in what
appeared to be a call for members of
his disbanded Arab Haath Socialist
Party to continue fighting U.S. forces
in Iraq.
The chief judge, Mohammed
Oreibi al-Khalifa, cut otf the micro
phone and instructed bailiffs to escort
the ex-president out of the court
room.
Cki-defendant Hussein Kashid
Mohammed them stood up and
shouted insults at the prosecutors.
When a bailiff' forced the defendant
back into his chair, the former army
commander threw a punch.
The judge had Mohammed
thrown out and closed the session to
the media.
The court took a brief recess to
reconvene later in the absence of all
seven defendants. It was not immedi
ately clear if al-Khalifa also ejected
the remaining five defendants. The
trial adjourned until Wednesday.
Before the closure, the judge told
Saddam’s si,\ co-defendants that he
hail been patient with them, but they
were obstructing the trial.
“I allowed you to say what you
want, but you’ve been making pix>blems,” he said solemnly.
Saddam and his six co-defendants
have been on trial siii^e Aug. 21 for
their roles in a bloody l‘>S7-SS crack
down against Kurdish rebels. Saildain
and his ctuisin "(diemical” .Mi al.Majid are charged w ith genocide, and
the others are accused of various war
crimes offenses All could face death
by hanging if ctinvicted.

M i s s i o n
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Bush administration hopes idea-sharing will quell school violence
Ben Feller
ASSOCIMII) I'KISS
CTIEVY C:HASE, Md. —
President Bush, bemoaning an
“incredibly sad” wave of deadly
school shootings, challenged the
nation Tuesday to turn its remorse
into aggressive action to keep kids
safe.
“In many ways. I’m sorry we’re
having this meeting,” Bush told a
conference on school safety orga
nized by the White House. “In
other ways,” he said, “1 know how
important it is that we're having
this meeting.”
Bush called experts together for
a meeting in the Maryland suburbs
after shootings at schools in
Wisconsin,
Colorado
and
Pennsylvania. In panel discussions
led by members of his C'abinet,
speakers said the best response is
basic; get parents, school leaders,
students and police to work
together.
“All of us in this country want
our classrooms to be gentle places
of learning — places where people

not only learn the basics — basicskills necessary to become produc
tive citizens — but learn to relate
to one another,” Biisli said, sitting
with panelists before a school safe
ty banner. “Our parents, I know,
want to be able to send their child
or children to schools that are safe
I
aces.»»
Safety specialists at the gathering
said that more than metal detectors
or security cameras, the key to
halting school violence is commu
nication.
“(.')ur first line of prevention is
really having good intelligence,”
said Delbert Elliott, director of the
C'enter for the Study and
Prevention of Violence in Boulder,
Ca)1o. He said schools should
encourage kids to speak up when
they hear classmates boasting of
violent plans.
The speakers hit the same
themes — schools get safer when
they take bullying seriously, prac
tice their crisis plans, and talk to
parents about what’s happening
with their kids.
“The communication link is

very important,” said George
Siigai, a University of (lonnecticiit
education professor. "Parents are
not going to engage the schools if
they have to walk through a metal
detec tor, if they have to go through
steps to access the teachers.”
O aig Scott told the wrenching
story of Columbine High School
in 1999, site of the nation’s worst
school massacre. He recalled hiding
under a table in the school’s library
that day when student gunmen
went on a rampage, killing 13 peo
ple. One of them was his sister
Rachel. He now speaks to schools
on her behalf, encouraging stu
dents to choose compassion over
vieffence.
“ It’s such a high price to have to
pay to he able tes do this, hut it’s so
worth it,” Scott said, choking up in
tears.“If we can carry messages that
have value and that have substance
— that aren’t Band-Aid answers —
I believe that we’ll have impact.”
The lack of new solutions was
not surprising. School safety
experts have said for years that
changing school culture is the best

way to halt violence, although it's
hard to do.
Four weeks before the midterm
elections, the event allows Bush to
return to the politically safe issue
of education and child safety. But
the federal role in making schools
safer is limited because education
remains mainly a local matter.
About 300 people are attending
the National 4-H C'onferenee
C'enter in C'hevy ('.base.
Fred Wegener, the Park ('ounty,
C]olo., sheriff described responding
two weeks ago, when a man held
several girls hostage in a school
before killing one and himself.
The schocil had just practiced an
emergency lockdown in August.
Students said after the shooting
that they had seen the intruder, hut
assumed he was the parent of a
classmate.
“ 1 still think we had a safe
school,” Wegener said. “I think it is
just one of those times when an
individual was able to get in.”
His story drew the room silent.
“We’re not supposed to Icise our
kids at school,” he said.

You are invited to attend an
O P E N F O R U M C O N V E R S A T IO N

with GE Program Evaluators
M A R Y ALLEN, TR U D Y BANTA, a n d H A R V E Y G R EEN W A LD

Date:
Time:
P lace:

Thursday, O cto b e r 12
11:00 am to 12 noon
U niversity Union, R oom 220

C offee a n d P astries w ill be served.

G r il l

How could we make the G E Program better?
What things could be improved about Cal Poly's G E classes?
A U DAY HAPPY HOUR
- 1/2 off aH appetizers
$2 draft beers - S3 well drmks
S4 mar9antas - S5 speciany cocktails

Come share your opinions about Cal Poly’s G E Program with these expert
evaluators. This is your chance!

¿UNDAY
BRUNCH 9AM-3PM
UVE JAZZ 11-2
Bloody Marys & Bottomless Mimosas
L M BAND 3-6 on the pabo

Monday

Mary J. Allen is fo rm e r d ire cto r of the C a lifo rn ia S ta te U n ive rsity In stitu te for
Teaching and Learning. She is au th o r o f the books Assessing Academic Programs in
Higher Education and A ssessing General Education Programs. T hese books are
realistic, p rag m atic g u id e s for d e ve lo p in g and im p le m e n tin g
m eaning ful,
m anageable, and su sta in a b le a sse ssm e n t p ro g ram s th a t focus faculty a tte n tio n on
stu den t learning.

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBAU
Drink Specials, Food Specials. & Prizes.

[ UESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
S2 Champagne Cocktails S2 Martinis

Wednesday
INDUSTRY NIGHT
50% OFF all food pius Happy Hour drink Pnees

(805) 547-5544
!(L' I ( k o rro S im rt • s.tn I ms t iliN pii

Trudy Banta is S e n io r A d viso r to the C h a n cello r for A cad e m ic Planning and
Evaluation, and Professor of H igher Education, at Indiana U n iv e rsity -P u rd u e
U n ive rsity In d ian ap olis.
S h e has w ritten or edited 14 published vo lu m e s on
assessm en t, con trib u ted 25 ch ap te rs to o th e r published w orks, and w ritten m ore
than 200 a rticle s and reports. Two recent b ooks include Assessm ent Essentials,
w ith C a th erin e Palom ba, and Building a Scholarship of Assessment. S h e is the
founding e d ito r of Assessm ent Update, a b i-m o n th ly periodical.

H osted by the G eneral Education Program

www.mustangdaily.net

B O O K REVIEW

W ì e s e l ’s d a d i ^ N ìg ^ t ^ a n
magine surviving a night so
horrifying that it causes you
to lose your very faith in (iod.
Envision yourself arriving by train at
Auschwitz concentration camp in
l ‘M4. confronted by flames from the
crematorium and the potent smell
of burning flesh.
For author Elie Wiesel, a Jew from
Transylvania, traumatic memories of
Auschwitz are a reality. In his slim
115 page memoir titled “Night,” he
carefully depicts the unthinkable
struggle of the jews.
Although “Night” w'as originally
published in French in 1958, the lat
est translation from 2(M)6 corrects
important details and provides the
most accurate representation of
Wiesel’s testimony. As the latest
selection from Oprah’s Book Club,
this autobiography has also been on
The New York Times’ Paperback
Nonfiction Best-Sellers list for the
past 36 weeks.
The book opens with a descrip
tion o f Moishe the Beadle, an
impoverished and awkw'ard charac
ter who teaches Wiesel the mysteries
of the Kabbalah. Moishe is soon
expelled from Sighet because he is a
foreigner. Months later, Wiesel sees
him on a bench by the synagogue,
and approaches. He describes the

I

e x ic e p t ìo n a l r e a d

The author writes that their
backyard looks like a marketplace.
Í 'i
- i'AV' ■
“Valuable objects, precious rugs,
silver candlesticks, Bibles and other
ritual objects were strewn over the
dusty grounds — pitiful relics that
seemed never to have had a home.”
Homeless, the jews from
BY LXU K A K X S X V X N
Transylvania board the train, eighty
people crowding into each cattle
car. Only the most basic human
needs are important now. Even
breathing, the simplest act of life, is
challenging. Wiesel arrives at the
camp stripped of his humanity.
He is immediately confronted
by the fury o f the night, recalling
“never shall I forget the small faces
of the children whose bodies 1 saw
transformed into smoke under a
silent sky. Never shall 1 forget those
flames that consumed my faith for
ever. Never shall 1 forget the noc
turnal silence that deprived me for
all eternity o f the desire to live.”
MONICA YAMAMOTO MUSTANG OAllY
Wiesel’s time at Auschwitz and
change in the devout jew, writing
Buchenwald
concentration camps
months pass, and the year 1944
“Moishe was not the same. The joy
approaches, two ghettos are created is marked by moments of immea
in his eyes was gone. He no longer
in Sighet. Soon, jews are prohibited surable pain. He withstands starva
sang. He no longer mentioned
from leaving their homes for three tion, abuse, infection and most
either God or Kabbalah. He spoke
days, under penalty of death. The importantly, the death o f his family.
only of what he had seen.”
ghetto is liquidated, and Wiesel’s He wrestles with frustration at God
Moishe’s transformation fore
family is forced to prepare for for remaining silent, confessing “ I
shadows Wiesel’s own experience. As
did not fast. First of all, to please
transport.
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"NigKT by ílie Wiesel
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my father who had forbidden me
to do so. And then, there was no
longer any reason for me to fast. 1
no longer accepted God’s silence.
As 1 swallowed my ration of soup, 1
turned that act into a symbol of
rebellion, of protest against Him.
And 1 nibbled on my crust of
bread. Deep inside me, 1 felt a great
void opening.”
He ends his story brilliantly,
managing to haunt the reader like
every good author does. Wiesel’s
greatest accomplishment with
“Night” is allowing his story to
stand for itself. He avoids superflu
ous details and descriptions, prefer
ring substance over length.
Although this story can be read
in a few short hours, “Night” leaves
the reader with much to mull over*
and digest. Perhaps this book was
part of your high school’s academ
ic curriculum, or a required read
ing assignment for a class at Cal
Poly. However, if you’ve never read
it and are looking for a book to add
to your reading list, make sure
“Night” is it.W iesel’s story is truly
exceptional.
Laura Kasavan is a journalism
junior and Mustant^ Daily hook
reviewer.
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mess with an alavady-pniven
M k HK.AN I )MIY (U. MK HK.AN)
formula, but it wouldn’t have
killed them to put their own
Here’s a novel concept: A
interpretation on the fran
Southern town obsesses mer
chise, especially after the film’s
Its high school fiKitball team.
distinct and specific style.
Oh wait, you’ve seen that
Most of the audience won’t
alavidy?
mind this — they’ll prolxibly
1Iniin. Well, there w.is that
like it, actually — but we’ve
book, that movie and the
almady seen the movie. Show
i\n V a'alitN’ show that ripptid
us something else.
otf the IxMik and the movie.
The one unfortunate aspect
But no. this is totallv differ
of the film carried owr to the
ent. It's on network TV. so it’s
rV show is the in-game
an hour long, there aa- com
footage.The film used a lot of
mercials for “ Deal or No
quick cuts, which worked
1)eal” and they c.in’t viy “f—
fairly well, but when the TV
k.” So yeah, totally different.
show tries it, the technique
Unlike the Ixxik and the
film of the same name. NBCi’s
comes off as an incoherent
ftlU R lIS Y PHOTO
“Fnd.iy Night Lights” is not
mess.
First
a
book
then
a
movie,
“
Lights”
is
the
the true story of the 1988
It’s hard to get involved in
Permian 1ligh School football newest ad dition in the franchise and can the action or have a sem
team; this is the fictional t.ile of he .seen on Tuesdays at 8 p.m . on N B C .
blance of what’s going on
a similar Fexas town but in a
when every frame is a newIt’s really about the short-sighted
modern setting. The show highlights
shot. And in an hour-long TV showa few of the team’s more interesting cultua* of a town that revtilves .mnind combined with the uninspired
pkiyers along with their coach and 18-year-olds playing a game against
soundtrack, it simply conies off as a
families in a similar manner to the other kids, just as the film did, the TV
show perfectly captures this America drag. Even worse, on the last play of
film.
the pilot, they used slow motion in
It’s an ambitious pmject for a TV that makes boys’ lives peak at 18 and
one of the least engaging climaxes to
show and it\ well handled. The dia slide downhill after that — or maybe
logue feels authentic, the perfor until their kid reaches high school, at a sports drama in recent memtiry.
Minor complaints aside, “Friday
mances are spot on, and most impor which point they can relive their
Night Lights” is a worthy extension
tantly, the essence of the town is glory days thn)ugh them.
of
the franchise. With a solid base of
In fact, the show blends the differ
accurately captured.
After all, the show isn’t mally about ent elements of the town together so interesting characters, the show is
the ill-fated standout quarterback or well that It’s almost identical to the poised for a good run as long as it
his backup — the outsider who is film. Everything ftom the sports-radio stays true to its setting. Hopefully,
predictably thmwn into a game after sound bites that overlay transitional when the franchise’s fingers extend to
morning
cartoons,
apparently never touching a footb.ill scenes, to the shaky-cain that gave the Saturday
and then transforms into a young film its grit — It’s all there. It’s under Broadway musicals and comic books,
John Elway within a 30-second span. standable why the producers didn’t the formula will finally be perfected.

C areer F air Issu e
Abbott Laboratories

ADP

Abbott has facilities in more than
40 countries and markets its prod
ucts in more than 130 countries.
More than 60,000 Abbott employees
around the world have devoted their
careers to advancing the practice of
health care. The largest concentra
tion of Abbott employees is in Lake
County, 111., home to both corporate
headquarters at Abbott Park and the
company’s principal manufacturing
location at North Chicago. Still, less
than one-third of all Abbott employ
ees are located in Illinois.The major
ity of our employees are spread
across the United States and around
the world.

ADF, with over $8.9 billion in
revenue and more than 590,OOO
clients, is the world’s largest provider
of employer related services. For
additional information, please go to
our website www.adp.com.

AnalogicTech

AnalogicTech is a design and Alcon

manufacturing company specializing
in total power management solu
tions based on innovative analog and
mixed-signal integrated circuits.
Playing a critical role in system
design, these devices manage battery
life, voltage regulation, power-saving
load switching, and electronic pro
tection of computer (I/C)).

Abbott \/^scular
Abbott is a global, broad-based
health care company devoted to the
discovery, development, manufacture
and marketing of pharmaceuticals
and medical products, including
nutritionals, devices and diagnostics.
The company employs 65,000 peo
ple and markets its products in more
than 130 countries.

Rooms, High Purity Process Piping,
and Plumbing and Waste Treatment.
O ur Core Values are Customer
Satisfaction, Quality and Reliability,
Teamwork, Integrity, Innovation,
Employee
Commitment,
Community
Involvement
and
Financial Success.

Advanced Bionics
Corporation

Alcon is the largest, most prof
itable and purest ophthalmic compa
ny in the world.
Our facility located in Irvine,
California manufactures and designs
surgical equipment and devices used
in cataract and vitreoretinal surgery.

A m ^n
Amgen discovers, develops and
delivers innovative human therapeu
tics. A biotechnology pioneer since
1980, Amgen was one of the first
companies to realize the new sci
ence’s promise by bringing safe,
effective medicines from lab, to
manufacturing plant, to patient.
Amgen therapeutics have changed
the practice of medicine, helping
millions of people around the world
in the fight against cancer, kidney
disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and
other serious illnesses.

person can make a difference. We
have great products (beer and
beyond) that are world-renowned
for their quality. And we’re always
looking for quality people to tap
into our potential, too.

mated fluid dispensing systems for
high-speed, accurate applications,
including semiconductor package
assembly, printed circuit board
assembly, opto-electronics assembly,
and precision industrial manufactur
ing.

Anritsu Company
Anritsu Company is the North
American subsidiary of Anritsu
Corporation based in Atsugi, japan.
Anritsu has been recognized as a
leading provider of communications
solutions for more than 100 years.
Anritsu has become a global leader
in the telecommunications, optical
and wireless industries by providing
diverse product offerings ranging
from test and measurement solutions
to high-speed devices and compo
nents for use in RAD, production,
and maintenance.

AT&T
ATAT is the largest telecommu
nications company in the United
States and one of the largest in the
world.

ATI Architects and
Engineers
We are architects... we are engi
neers... we believe in the power of
passionate design. With more loca
tions planned, currently you can find
our offices in Costa Mesa, Danville
(San Francisco Bay Area), and
Roseville, CA.

Advanced Bionics Corporation is
Apple
a global leader in the development
There’s the typical job. Punch in,
of implantable, high-technology
make widgets, punch out, repeat. Avid Technology Inc.
neurostimulation devices, ("iur mis
Do you have a passion for music,
Then there’s a career at Apple.
sion is to improve lives by develop
Where you’re encouraged to defy TV, video or other forms of media?
ing, manufacturing and marketing
routine. To explore the far reaches If so, then Avid Technology might be
bionic technologies — implantable
of the possible. To travel uncharted the place for you. We have several
neurostimulation devices for a vari
paths. And to be a part of something openings across the country, for cre
Abercrombie & Fitch
ety of conditions, including deafness
far bigger than yourself. Because ative, innovative and talented soft
Abercrombie & Fitch is the most and chronic pain. We support physi
around here, changing the world just ware developers. Avid Technology,
successful specialty retailer in opera cians, clinicians and patients through
Inc. is the world leader in digital
comes with the job description.
tion today. Our casual, classic, all- scientific research, technology devel
nonlinear
media creation, manage
Anheuser-Busch
American lifestyle brand of clothing opment, education and more.
ment and distribution solutions.
We all know the good life starts Applied Signal Technology
is synonymous with quality. Based
with a good job. That’s why it’s so Inc.
in
Columbus,
Ohio,
the Advent Software
BAE Systems
important for you to successfully
Abercrombie A' Fitch brands have
Applied
Signal
Technology,
Inc.
For more than 20 years. Advent
BAE Systems is an international
never been more powerful or more Software has been ptxividing reliable, pursue a career that can make you (NASDAQ - APSCÎ), founded in company engaged in the develop
happy and can keep you fulfilled, a
profitable.
trusted solutions to investment man career that best suits your talents, 1984, is a leading provider of ment, delivery, and support of
agement organizations of all sizes skills and personality, a career that advanced digital signal processing advanced defense and aerospace sys
Accenture
systems, products, and services in tems in the air, on land, at sea, and in
and investment strategies. Advent is taps your full potential.
Accenture is a global management
support of intelligence, surveillance,
the industry standard investment
At Anheuser-Busch, we under and reconnaissance (ISR). Our cus space. The company designs, manu
consulting, technology services and
management software for asset man stand and live by that philosophy
factures. and supports military air
outsourcing company. Committed
agers, hedge funds, fund administra that a great job can be the spring tomers include the Department of craft, combat vehicles, surface ships,
to delivering innovation, Accenture
the
Intelligence submarines, radar, avionics, commu
tors, prime brokers, family offices board to a lifetime of accomplish Defense,
collaborates with its clients to help
C'ommunity,
the
Department
of nications, electronics, and guided
and banks A trusts. With more than ment and satisfaction. We believe
them become high-performance
Homeland Security and allied gov weapon systems. It is a pioneer in
4000 client firms, we invest heavily
that work can, and should, be enjoy ernments.
businesses and governments. With
in existing product enhancements as able as well as challenging. We
technology with a heritage stretch
deep industry and business process
well as look for complementary believe that talented people keep our
ing back hundreds of years and is at
expertise, broad global resources and
Asym
tek
business needs to develop new prod«- company strong and that one single
a proven track record, Accenture can
We design and manufacture auto
see Directory, page 15
ucts.
mobilize the right people, skills and
technologies to help clients improve
Agilent Technologfes
their performance. Its home page is
Agilent Technologies is the
www.accenture.com.
world’s premier measurement com
pany. Agilent provides core electron
Accredited Hom e Leixlers
Accredited
Home
Lenders ic and bio-analytical measurement
the place to be
Holding Company (Accredited), is tools to advance the electronics,
life
science
one of the nation’s premier mort communications,
research,
environmental
and
petro
gage banking institutions with over
4,0(M) employees engaged in the chemical industries.
About two-thirds of Agilent’s rev
Alcon Laboratories has been selected as one of the
business of originating, servicing,
enue
was
generated
from
outside
of
"100 Best Companies to Work For" every year in Fortune Magazine since 1999
and selling non-prime residential
the
United
States
in
fiscal
2(M)5.
mortgage loans. With offices coast to
At Alcon, we develop, m anufaaure and market ophthalmic pharmaceuticals, ophthalmic surgical
coast. Accredited is ranked one of With 21,(MK) employees, our global
equiptment and devices, contact lens care products and other consumer eye care products that treat
the nation’s fastest growing compa presence offers a competitive advan
diseases and conditions of the eye. With the exception of eye-glasses and contact lenses, we operate
nies. Accredited’s rapid growth has tage. Agilent’s manufacturing, RAO,
sales
and
support
capabilities
around
in all areas of ophthalmology. Our broad range of products represents the strongest portfolio in the
led to the need to fill key manage
the
world
give
customers
the
flexi
ophthalmic
industry,'and we have leading market share positions across most product categories.
ment positions with qualified, pro
bility they need in today’s competi
fessional team leaders.
We recruit at Cal Poly SLO for our facility located in Irvine, California for co-ops, contact, career, and
tive environment.

illO O il

The World's Leading Eye Care Company

Adobe
Recognizing that employees are
at the core of our success, Adobe
recruits and retains highly qualified
and motivated individuals, creates an
environment where they can inno
vate and achieve their best, and
rewards them for their performance
by giving them an opportunity to
share in the company’s success.

Air Systems, Inc.
Air Systems, Inc., a HVAC
Mechanical Contractor, is the Bay
Area’s Largest Total
Facility
Solutions Provider. We provide ser
vices in HVAC, Automation and
Controls, Architectural Sheet Metal,
Maintenance and Service, Electrical
Technologies, Energy Solutions,
Distributed Cogeneration, Clean

temporary employment for entry level engineers. Our facility manufactures and designs surgical
equiptment and devices used In cataract and vitreoretinal surgery. At the ITC (Irvine Technology
Center) we work to create a leader in the surgical instrumentation business for Alcon. Our organiza
tion consists of manufacturing, research, and development, technical services, quality, finance, IT
human resources, and materials/warehousing.

Come see us at the Job Fair!
Alcon Manufacturing, Ltd • 15800 Alton Parkway •Irvine, CA 92618
www^lconlabs.com
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'digital wlrele^xrommonications
and signal prpcessing proucts for
iCOmnii® iakaftd'govef nment
markets. Our exciting
l^developmehtfprojects all involve
;
iidigitaixommunications and
45 "
cover specialties such as
. satellite communications,
wireless networking,
Mr
tactical communications,
network security,
and communication
^

^

simulation and training.
We currently have openings at
our facilities in San Diego, CA;
Atlanta, GA; Boston, MA;
Cleveland, OH;
Germantown, MD;
and Phoenix, AZ.
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FOR MORE INFOMATION O N VIASAT, PLEASE VISIT

VI AS AT.C«M/C ARE ER

• M A N A G E M E N T T R A IN E E S
• M A N A G E M E N T IN T E R N S
Please visit us a t th e C a re e r Fair
on Th ursd ay, O c to b e r 12th
Or, if u n a b le to a tte n d ,

please apply o n lin e at;
#
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Walgreens offers:

X
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• Great odvaiKt-ment potential
• Competitive starting salaries
• Intensive training
• Hands-on mcinagement experience
• Cutting-edge technological tools
• Dynamic, diverse work environment
• Excellent benefits, including a
stock purchase program

to su cce ss
With a .new Walgreens store opening every 17 hours
isM

nationwide In the next 5 years, we*re going to need lots of
^ managers! So if you're ambitious, seif-motivated and
would like an opportunity to learn valuable, business skills

to go.

from one of the nation's leading retailers, join us now:

W alg reen » i» an e q u al o p p o rtu n ity em p lo yer and welcom es
individuals of diverse talents and backgrounds Walgreens promotes
and supports a drug-free workplace

Electrical and M echanical Engineers
If

Join the highly respeaed engineering team of Lam Research Corporation

il

and put your talent to work m a dynamic, team-onented environment—
where vou will be chailenqea to achieve a high standard of excellence and
rewaraed for your successes. We have immediate entry-level openings for
B.S./M.S. graduates in electrical and mechanical engineering.
Apply for positions at the job fair or at iamjobs&iamrc.com

The Company's reputation as an organization where talented people
can learn, achieve, and be rewarded is the result of innovative employee
policies, competitive compensation practices, and corporate culture.
For additional information, visit www.lamresearch.com.

r
Lam Research Corporation has been a major provider of wafer fabrication
\

equipment and services to the world's semiconductor industry for 25 years.
The Com pany’s innovative technologies empower customers to build
advanced, high-performance integrated circuits. Headquartered in
Fremont, Calif., Lam employs more than 2,000 people worldwide.

■iin-

An equal opportunity employer (M/F.^DA/).
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P ir a t t & W h H n e y
A U g tte d T e c h n o lo g ie s C o m p a n y
.i<

Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne
r ’antT'rr-'.g p «B.jja'm'.,'r,.*-ir.-

Founded 15 years ago. Radix Teehnologies has
beeonie one of the lop names in the development
of advanced signal processing technologx.
We've achieved this remarkable status by
attracting top people, and establishiiiL' an
environment that is eonduei\e to dynamic
engineering and product development...a place
where your contribution will impact the future of
DSP technology.
If you are looking for an opportunity to work in a
small-team en\ ironment w here X0"o of the statf
are technical contributors, consider Radix. We
are hwking for talented engineers to join us in the
following areas:

H a rd w a re

T E C H N O L O G I E S

F P G A

A wholly owned subsidiary of «(^ori^ST

S o ftw a re

R F

E n g in e e r

E n g in e e r

E n g in e e r

329 North Bernardo Ave. Mountain View, CA 94043
Visit our weh-site at www.radixtek.com
Email: recruit^,radixtck. com
Principals only please
Equal ()pportunit}' Employer

J

T hursd ay, OV c to b e r 1 2 , 2006
in th e R ec C e n te r (on 2 floors, in all 3 gyms)
Networking; 9 l30 'am - 2:30 pm. Interviews: 3 - 6 pm
1 ^ '-
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ABBOTT tA B O
/RANDTRON
ABBOTT VASC
LAM RESEARCH
‘ ABBRCROMBIE
EE NATIONAL LAB
ACCENTURE
FGY CORPORATION
ACCREDITED H O
^OOKHEED MARTIN
ADOBE SYSTEMS 1
OF PUBLIC WORKS
FD SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADP<AUTOMATIC
ADVANCED A N A tO
(NHARD CONSULTING
ADVANCED BtONICS
CONSTRUCTION CO.
ADVENT SOFTWARE
FEALTHCARE SERVICES
AGILENT TECHNOLOG
.LAS SEMICONDUCTOR
AIR SYSTEMS INC.
MEDTRONIC
ALCON l a b o r a t o r i e s ;
;iNO FOREST PRODUCTS
AM GEN, INC.
MICROSOFT
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COM
fOTO INTERNATIONAL, INC.
ANRITSU COMPANY
MONROVIA GROWERS
APPLE COMPUTER
MONSANTO COMPANY
APPLIED SIGNAL TEC H N O L
lONSTER CABLE PRODUCTS
ASYMTEK
MORLEY BUILDERS
AT&T SERVICES, INC
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
ATI ARCHITECTS AND ENGINC
NAVAIR
AVID TECHNOLOGY, INC.
NESTLE USA
8AE SYSTEMS
MOTOR MANUFACTURING. INC
BECHTEL CORPORATION
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
BLACK & VEATCH
NURSERYMEN’S E.XCHANGE. INC
BOEING COMPANY
O'DELL ENGINEERING
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
O.C. JONES & SONS. INC
BROCADE COMMUNICATIONS SYS
^PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
C & B CONSULTING ENGINEERS
riFIC INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO.
CALIF. DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
PALM, INC.
CALIF. DEPARTMENT OF WATER RES
PARAMOUNT FARMS
CALIF. FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
PARKER AEROSPACE
CALTRANS - DEPARTMENT OF TRANS
PEPSI BOTTLING GROUP
PRATT WHITNEY ROCKETDYNE
CAPITAL GROUP COMPANIES. INC. (THI
CDM
PRESTON PIPELINES, INC,
PROGRESSIVE INSURANCE
-.C E I ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES. INC
PROTIVITI
CEMEX
QUAD KNOPF INC.
CHEVRON
f
"
R & B COMPANY
CHEVRON ENERGY SOLUTIONS
RADIX TECHNOLOGIES
C ISC O SYSTEMS
CNET NETWORKS
RAYTHEON COMPANY
COMERiCA BANK - CALIFORNIA
REDBACK NETWORKS INC.
CONDON JOHNSON AND ASSOCIATES
REITER AFFILIATED COMPANIES
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION
CONOCOPHILLIPS
SALESFORCE.COM
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS
O v e r 1 7 5 e m p lo y e r s w it h
SAN LUIS OBISPO. CITY OF
CONSOLIDATED GRAPHICS
SANTA CRUZ BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC
c
a
r
e
e
r
,
C
o
o
p
a
n
d
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
CYTYC CORPORATION
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
DELOITTE CONSULTING
i n t e r n s h ip p o s itio n s !
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
DREYER'S GRAND ICE CREAM SIERRA PACIFIC RESOURCES
DUTRA GROUP (THE)
SOLAR TURBINES
E & J GALLO
SONIC
SOLUTIONS
EATON CORPORATION
O p e n to a ll m a jo r s !
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
SRI INTERNATIONAL
EDWARDS LIFESCIENCES
STANTEC
EMC CORPORATION
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
ENTERPRISE
SUN LIFE FINANCIAL
EWINGCOLE
SYNGENTA SEEDS, INC.
FACTSET RESEARCH SYSTEMS. INC.
T.Y LIN INTERNATIONAL
FAMILY CARE NETWORK, INC.
TARGET DISTRIBUTION
FEDERATED INSURANCE
C
a
r
e
e
r
S
e
rv
ic
e
s
FLOWSERVE CORPORATION
TELEDYNE TECHNOLOGIES
TERADYNE
FLUOR CORPORATION
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
FM GLOBAL
TRANE COMPANY
FOSTER FARMS
TRIAGE CONSULTING GROUP
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS
US NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
FZIOMED, INC.
GRANITE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
USG CORPORATION
GREEN HILLS SOFTWARE
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES
V A U EYCREST COMPANIES
GREENBRIAR HOMES. COMMUNITIES
VANDFN8ERG AIR F O R r r BASE
HITACHI GLOBAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES
lASAT INC
HSBC CARO SERVICES
WA. v^REENtS
IBM
ifOvH
INFORMATICA CORP
■A
IN G E R SO Ll RAND
INTUIT
J.R. FILANC CONSTRUCTION
w r ! ! -A
■FsV ■
'.)UP
KCL« V CONSULTING ENGINEERS
JDSU
WOLSELEY NORTH AMERICA
JOHN LAING HOMES
WOOD RODGERS, INC.
J2M K PARTNERS
WORLEYPARSONS
KEYENCE CORPORATION
For the most up-to-date list o f companies and Job descriptions, logon
WTAS
KIEW IT PACIFIC CO,
KTGY GROUP. INC.
to my.calpoly.edu, click on Mustang Jobs and look under Events!

In an ever-changing and demanding world, we take great pride in our position
as a prem ier multi-disciplined transportation planning and engineering firm.
It is through

and

that we are able to

lead the challenge to integrate innovation with cost-effective, constructible designs.
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p e r s o n

“ a c tu a lly

lik e ”

i .

t h e ir jo b .

1 like to laugh a lot and have a good time.

<s<<

Thai’s why I like working at Tmerprise.
Every day, Pm working in a fun and
fast-paced environment alongside people
I enjo)^ And it’s so easy here to develop
strong friendships as we all pull together
%

♦
1*

-« 'I *4

to do the best job possible.
'«•“‘
'\-sV<^ •
A■
•'».
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>
■ \ V '*«
^ -^/-v

W hat’s more, Pve noticed that Enterprise
supports and rewards every emplo) ee who
works hard to make a difference. Believe
me, it’s a great feeling to know that your
company works just as hard as you do to
make sure you “actually like” your job.
Take tonight, for example - thanks to our
office’s great numbers, we’re all being
treated to a fun night out.

What company best
represents me?

[Enterprise
..................

1 believe this one.

''crvc the C^^{Olm'r

Be Honest

r e n t-a - c T

\Vc arc an equal opportunity employer, M/F/DA^

iiavehtn * Be a Gooti Neighbor * i^pen 1); 0l^ ■ Always l i^o n

Reward Hard N\oik * tNsvn Our Brand

If you have experience in sales or customer scr\ ice and a bachelors degree please apply online (« wxvw.enterprise.com/careers.
O r contact: Dave Dutchen, College Relations Manager • phone: (909) 821-7785 • e-mail: david.a.duichen(o erac.com

THIS IS YOUR NEXT STEP.

AT SHIMMICK CONSTRUCHON, we b u ilt

th e in te g rity o f o u r com pany on strong values th ro u g h

fairness, in n o v a tio n , execution and lead ership . We’ve executed over a b illio n d ollars o f heavy
construction work by b u ild in g th e people and projects th a t im prove Am erica's in fras tru ctu re.
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the forefront of innovation, working
to develop the next generation of
intelligent defense systems. liAE
Systems has major operations across
five continents and customers in
some 130 countries.

tions.

California D epartm ent of
W ater Resources

Department of Water Resources
(DWR) seeks a new generation of
engineers to set the stage for the
next chapter in our Ciolden State’s
water history. DW'R is currently
Bechtel
recruiting
entry-level
Civil,
Bechtel is a global leader in engi
and
Mechanical
neering, construction, and project Electrical,
Engineers
who
are
looking
for a
management. With 40 offices world
wide and projects in nearly 50 career with boundless possibilitiesnations, Bechtel offers challenging advancement, education, experience,
careers in power, mining and metals, and so much more.
civil infrastructure, government ser
vices, telecommunications, and oil, California Franchise Tax
gas and chemicals.
Board
The Franchise Tax Board (FTB) is
Black & V eatch
a recognized leader in state govern
Black & Veatch is a leading global ment and is known worldwide as a
engineering, consulting and con model tax agency at the forefront of
struction company specializing in public service, audit, collections, dis
infrastructure development in the bursement and technology. Our
fields of energy, water and informa organization generates over $40 bil
tion. Founded in 1915, Black & lion annually, representing more
Veatch serves its clients with con than 50 percent of the state’s General
ceptual and preliminary engineering Fund revenues.
services, engineering design, pro
curement, construction, financial California D epartm ent of
management, asset management, Transportation
information technology, environ
California
Department
of
mental, security design and consult Transportation (Caltrans) manages
ing, and management consulting more than 45,0(K) miles of
services.
California’s highway and freeway

Boeing Company
Boeing designs, produces, and
supports a variety of aerospace and
defense products. Boeing is com
mitted to global leadership in every
aspect o f our business.

Boston Scientific
Boston Scientific (NYSE: BSX) is
a worldwide developer, manufactur
er and marketer of medical devices
that are dedicated to les.s-invasive
therapies. The company’s products
and technologies are designed to
reduce risk, trauma, cost, procedure
time and the need for aftercare.

Brocade Com m unications
Systems
Brocade (Nasdaq: BRCD) deliv
ers the industry’s leading platforms
and solutions for intelligently con
necting, managing, and optimizing
IT resources in shared storage envi
ronments. A pioneer in storage area
networking (SAN), Brocade solu
tions help enterprises of aU sizes to
reduce cost, manage complexity, and
satisfy business compliance require
ments in the data center.

C & B Consulting
Engineers
C & B Consulting Engineers is an
award winning MEP design firm
based in San Francisco. Our passion,
energy, and hard work have placed
us at the forefront of engineering
design and consultation for over 45
years. C & B was a pioneer in apply
ing technology to the engineering
field. We were using programs for
load calculations through service
bureaus as early as 1966 and have
been using computer design tools
for over 28 years.

CalHbmia D e p t of Rnance
We perform a variety of profes
sional services including financial
and performance audits, program
evaluations, and risk and control
consultations. The auditors and
evaluations cover financial state
ments; contracts and grants; internal
controls; computer-based systems;
program economy, efficiency, and
effectiveness; and program opera-

lanes, provides inter-city rail ser
vices, assists more than 100 public
general aviation airports and works
with local agencies. Caltrans mission
is to improve mobility across
California with six primary pro
grams:
Aeronautics,
Highway
Transportation, Mass Transportation,
Tramportation Planning, Administration
and the Equipment Service Center.
Caltrans strives to be the highest
performing transportation agency in
the country. C'altrans has more than
23,(HK) employees with an annual
budget of about $10 billion.
Headquartered in Sacramento, the
Department has 12 district offices
situated in Eureka, Redding,
Marysville, Oakland, San Luis
Obispo, Fresno, Stockton, Bishop,
Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Irvine
and San Diego.

-.'i;

Visit

,

Preston Pipelines
at next week's
Fall Engineering Fair

iPreston P ip e lin e s h as jo b o p p o rtu n itie s
a w a itin g th e rig h t in d iv id u a ls
Preston P ip e lin e s jn c . is N o rth e rn C alifornia's le a d in g u n d e rg ro u n d
P ip e lin e C o n stru ctio n co m p an y. F o u n d ed in 1970, th e c o m p a n y is
n o w 3 0 0 p e o p le stro n g a n d firm ly e n tre n c h e d in th e N o rth e rn
C alifo rn ia c o n s tru c tio n m a rk e t w ith an e x c e lle n t re p u ta tio n fo r
q u a lity , service, a n d fiscal resp o n sibility.
C areer O p p o rtu n itie s fo r Civil E n g in eerin g , M ec h an ic al
E n g in eerin g , In d u stria l T ech n olo gy, C o n s tru ctio n M a n a g e m e n t, and
B ioResource a n d A g ric u ltu ra l E n g in e erin g m ajors:
• C o n stru ctio n P ro ject E n g in eer
• C o n stru ctio n P ro ject E n g in e e r-In te rn
Please a p p ly o n -lin e a t w w w .p re s to n p lp e lin e s .c o m or
send resum e to b lu m b y@ p re sto n p ip e lin e s.co m

QUALITY, SERVICE, INTEGRITY
"IT'S THE WAY WE DO BUSINESS"

Quad Knopf
w w w .q u a d k n o p f.c o m

Capital Group Companies
The Capital Group Companies
form one of the most experienced
and successful investment manage
ment organizations in the world. For
more than 70 years, we’ve been serv
ing an increasingly global group of
investors, now consisting of more
than 10 million individuals and
thousands of corporations and insti
tutions.

One of the 100 Fastest-Growing
A/E/P & Environmental Consulting Firms in the Nation
(The Zweig Letter Hot Firm 2005 List)

Open positions inciude:

CB Engineering
Associates, Inc.
CEI is a multi-discipline engi
neering firm providing services to
the public sector at the local, region
al and national level. CEI specializes
in providing quality engineering ser
vices that include: commercial
development, landscape architecture,
public works, land surveying, airport
design, planning, environmental,
land development, construction
administration, parks & recreation
and transportation.

Engineer Technician
C A D Drafter
CAD Designer
Land Surveyor Technician
Architectural CAD Drafter
Assistant Environmental Planner

Learn more about us at the October 13, 2005 Job Fair

CEMEX
For 100 years, CEMEX has
turned visions into realities. As a
global leader in more than 50 coun
tries with annual sales exceeding $15
billion, we lead America in cement
and concrete products with over
10,000 U.S. employees.
see Directory, page 16

Visalia, CA

Quad Knopf Office Locations:
Fresno, CA Bakersfield, CA Sacramento, CA

Reno, N V
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CNET Networks

Attention All Economics And Business Majors Interested
In A Career In Financial Consulting

CNET Networks is a ComScore
top-10 ranked global media compa
ny focused on interactive content in
specific categories including person
al technology, business, games and
entertainment. Since 1993, we have
pursued a multi-brand strategy
because no single brand can authen
tically serve the needs of each of
these distinct categories and their
respective passionate, hard-to-reach
audiences.

Chevron Energy Solutions

Triage ConsultingGroupwill be attending the Cal Poly Career Fair
October 12, 2006, from 9:30AM • 2:30PM in the Rec Center.
For those of you who are not familiar with our company, we are a San Francisco-based
financial consulting firm with a fx u s in the healthcare industry. Come visit us
at the Career Symposium to find-out exactly who we are, what we do, and what
type of candidates we are looking to hire. We strongly encourage all interested juniors
and seniors to attend since we are offering both career and internship positions.

If you have anyquestions contact Natalie Klotsche: Nataliek§triageconsulting.coni
__________ Visit our website Qwww.triageconsulting.coin__________
KIsk

I T V rh fio lo g y Kink

In tc 'riu l A ud it

J t x L iD
A N D W H Y P R O T IV IT I IS
T H E B EST PLACE T O E X P LO R E

Y O U R P O T E N T IA L
t P r o t iv it i w e a re fo c u s e d o n m a n a g in g r is k to
a ch ie ve p o te n tia l. T h is a p p lie s to o u r c lie n ts a n d
o u r em p loyees. W e see ris k as an o p p o r tu n ity to
im p ro v e . T o w o r k w ith G lo b a l 5 0 0 fir m s a r o u n d th e
w o rld to g ro w th e ir business. T o h e lp o u r em ployees g ro w
p ro fe s s io n a lly a n d p e rso n a lly . S o i f y o u are lo o k in g to
fu lly e x p lo re y o u r poten tial, we b e lie v e that the o n ly risk
not to c o n s id e r is w o rk in g so m e w h e re o th e r than P ro d v iti.

A

Check on-line at yo u r university career center fo r available job
opportunities at Protiviti.

I

Independent Risk Consulting

K n o w R is k . K n o w Reward.^“
OJ00(Pk>MIIk EOLPfoMlltiiMIkanilor NviilMd«»puMca«xw«n|iM widowMt inut(

Dreyeris Grand Ice Cream
Holdings, Inc.
Successful organizations and suc
cessful people hold certain beliefs or
values about themselves, their
employer and the people with
whom they work. For Dreyer’s, these
are the Grooves. They are our guid
ing principles and cultural values, the
way we do things around here. They
define who we are and how we
relate to one another. We believe that
only by truly empowering the indi
viduals who work here, can we sus
tain a high level of enthusiasm and
personal satisfaction among our
employees.

We are the energy services arm of
ChevronTexaco. We provide our
customers with environmentally
sound projects that increase energy
efficiency. We also support other
ChevronTexaco operating compa
nies address issues related to energy The Dutra Group
The Dutra Group is a marine
efficiency and power quality/power
construction company specializing
systems reliability.
in dredging, marine construction,
and
rock materials production. The
Com eiica Incorporated
Comerica Incorporated is a finan main office is located in San Rafael,
cial services company headquartered CA with project offices up and
in Detroit. Comerica s approximate down the west coast.
ly 11 ,()0() employees focus on rela
tionships, and helping people and E & J. Gaik) W inery
Over the past seven decades, the
businesses be successful. Comerica
Bank locations can be found in E. & J. Gallo Winery has become the
Michigan, California, Texas, Florida world’s foremost winery in the art
and Arizona, with select businesses and science of grape growing and
operating in several other states, winemaking; and in the distribution
and marketing of wines. The E. & J.
Canada and Mexico.
Gallo Winery currently employs
more than 5,(KK) people and markets
Condon-Johnson &
its wine in the U.S. and to over 90
Associates
Condon-Johnson & Associates foreign countries, making it one of
(CJA) is a preeminent specialty con the largest winemaking operations
tractor with experience in the full in the world.
spectrum o f large underground
foundation and shoring projects. In
addition, CJA is an aggressive and
growing General Engineering
Contractor. Condon-Johnson &
Associates has openings in its offices
in Oakland, San Diego, Los Angeles
and Seattle. We offer a competitive
employment package consisting of
Health and Dental Insurance and
401K Retirement Plan.

Eaton Corporation
Eaton Corporation is a diversified
industrial manufacturer with 2003
sales of $8.1 billion. Eaton is a glob
al leader in fluid power systems and
services for industrial, mobile and
aircraft equipment.

Edwards Air Force Base

The Air Force Flight Test Center,
at Edwards Air Force Base, CA is the
Air Force Material Command
ConoooPhillips
ConocoPhillips is an internation Center of Excellence for research,
al, integrated energy company. The development, test and evaluation of
company’s purpose is to use its pio aerospace systems for the United
neering spirit to responsibly deliver States and our allies. It also operates
the U.S. Air Force Test Pilot School
energy to the world.
and supports non-military govern
ment agencies.
Consolidated Electrical

Distributors, Inc.

Edwards Ufesdences

In 1957, the two locations of the
Edwards Lifesciences (NYSE:
Electric Corporation o f San EW) is a global leader in products
Francisco became Consolidated and technologies to treat advanced
Electrical Distributors, Inc. CED cardiovascular disease, the global
has since expanded into a coast-to- leader in acute hemodynamic mon
coast network of sales and distribu itoring and the No. 1 heart valve
tion warehouses, with more than company in the world. Edwards
5(K) locations nationwide.
Lifesciences leverages its research,
design, development and marketing
Consolidated Graphics
expertise to produce products that
Consolidated Graphics (CGX) is address
specific
cardiovascular
the leading commercial printing opportunities including heart valve
company in the nation - more than disease, peripheral vascular disease
double the size of our nearest com and critical care technologies.
petitor. We have 67 printing facili
ties, 12 fulfillment centers and two EMC Corporation
technology centers strategically
EMC Corporation is the world
located across 26 states.
leader in information storage sys

Cupertino Electric, Inc.

p r o t iv it i*

structure solutions that provide
high-quality, reliable power for
industrial, institutional, commercial
and critical-use facilities and applica
tions across a variety of market sec
tors.

Cupertino Electric, Inc., head
quartered in San Jose, California, is
the largest electrical contractor in
Northern California and the 8th
largest in the United States.
Cupertino Electric designs and
builds sophisticated electrical infn«.« %MJé A

tems, software, networks, and ser
vices that store, protect, move, man
age and access the explosion of con
tent. EMC solutions are enabling
enterprises of all kinds to unite
information as one resource, harness
it as one source o f value, and lever
age it as one asset to reach the goals
■ec Directory, page.17,.
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of the organization. If you thrive in
a challenging, results-oriented, and
rewarding environment take a closer
look at EMC Corporation.

Enterprise Rent-ACar

power, oil, gas, chemical, water and
other industries. With more than
14,000 employees in more than 56
countries, we
combine
our
unmatched global reach with a truly
local presence.
Flowserve solutions can be found
anywhere fluid motion and control
are mission-critical. Even in harsh
environments, our flow control
experts excel in the design, installa
tion and ongoing maintenance
throughout the life of the products.
Around the world, our employees
are viewed as a trusted partner who
strive to help our customers succeed
beyond
their
expectations.
Flowserve is more than a leader in
its industry. It’s also an outstanding
place to work.

You’ve dreamed of creating your
own startup. O f mastering skills that
help you take ownership of your
future. Okay, so you never dreamed
of working at Enterprise. But we
can make your dreams a reality. As a
Management Trainee at Enterprise,
you’ll learn to run a profit center,
manage people and grow your own
fast-paced business. You’ll enjoy big
earning potential, with perfor
mance-based promotion that many
MBAs would envy. Plus you’ll find Ruor Corporation
Fluor Corporation is one of the
great opportunities, fun people and a
$8 billion company recognized as world’s largest publicly owned engi
neering, procurement, construction,
one of America’s best to work for.
and maintenance services organiza
tions. Rated as one of the world’s
EwingCole
safest
contractors. Floor’s objective is
EwingC'ole is a multidisciplinary
design firm offering architecture, to develop, execute, and maintain
engineering, interior design, and projects on schedule, within budget,
planning services to domestic and and with excellence.
international clients. With five
offices across the country, including FMGk)i3al
FM Global is the communicative
one in Irvine, CA, EwingCole has
grown from a small firm in the early name for Factory Mutual Insurance,
a global engineering-driven proper
1960s to over 3(K) professionals.
ty insurance and risk management
organization that specializes in com
FactSet
FactSet is a leading provider of mercial and industrial property
online data and analytic tools for insurance and loss control.
investment professionals. With head
quarters in Norwalk, Connecticut,
FactSet employs more than 1,3(K)
people in 22 locations. The compa
ny generates over $3(M) million in
annual revenues and, since 1996,
trades publicly on the New York
Stock Exchange under the symbol
FDS.

Frito Lay North Am erica

Frito Lay North America is a
leader of fun food products with
production operations in over 40
locations
throughout
North
America. Frito Lay produces some
of your favorite fun food items with
solid brands that include Doritos,
Fritos,Rold-Gold, andTostitos. Frito
Lay is a division of PepsiCo, a world
Family Care Network, Inc.
The Family Care Network, Inc. leader in snack foods and beverages,
(FCNl) is the largest private with revenues of over $25 billion
provider of children’s mental health and over 143,(M)0 employees.
and social services on the C'aliforma PepsiCo brands are available in near
Central Coast. Over 12(M) children, ly 200 countries and territories.
youth and families are served annu
ally through 12 unique evidenced FzloMed
FzioMed is a privately held med
based programs in five service divi
sions; Alternative Family Services; ical device company engaged in the
Family
Support
Services; development and commercialization
Delinquency Prevention Programs; of synthetic, absorbable surgical bio
Transitional Housing & Special materials.
FzioMed s product platform is an
Programs. FCNl serves the commu
nity through multiple collaborative innovative polymer technology
partnerships with numerous govern called Oxiplex®. The properties of
mental agencies, community-based Oxiplex make it an ideal and versa
organizations, schools, churches, tile biosurgery material.
local businesses and volunteers.

Farm Credit System
The Farm Credit System is a
nationwide financial cooperative
that serves agriculture and rural
America. The U.S.AgBank, located
in Wichita, Kansas, is the headquar
ter office for the states of Kansas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado,
Arizona, California, Utah, Idaho,
Nevada and Hawaii.

Federated Insurance
Companies

As à Icadinj^ (lumun tlu‘r<i|>«ruti<s ojinpiiiy in the
biotechnology industry, Am^jen discovers, dt'vclops,
nianulactures and markets rhera|sies u(x>n which
thousands of (xs>plc rely. And it cakes tiuHLsatuis
of hii;hly-com m ittt“d individuals from across the
pmfcssional spectrum to brin^ the innovative therapies

We welcome you to discover more about Amgen by
visiting our table at the Fail Job Fair on Thursday,
October 12th.

Representatives wrili also be on cam pus on Friday,
October 13th to discuss opportunities with our
information System s departm ent

produced by Amgen to the patietits who need them.
Friday, October 13,2006
4:00 p.m.
Building 19, Veranda Conference Room 6

www. a mg e n . c o m/ c a r e e r s

/trlGBI
Pioneering science delivers vital medicines'
Image: Protein crystals

Air Force Flight Test Center
Edwards Air force Base, CA
N o n -M ilita r y E n g in e e r in g
P o s itio n s

Aerospace, Electrical/Electronic, Mechanical
Engineers Wanted for Civilian Positions at
America’s Premier Flight Test Center:

Granite Construction
Company

Granite Construction Company
is one of the nations largest con
struction companies and was select
ed to the FORTUNE 100 Best
.Companies to Work For in the
USA. Granite is based out of
Watsonville CA, with branches in
CA, AZ, UT, NV, WA, NY. The
Heavy Division has work in several
other states. Between the Branches
and HCD, Granite does construc
tion work as small as homeowner
driveways to Billion-dollar design
build projects. Granite also has
aggregate pits and plants along with
other ventures.

For over a century. Federated
Insurance Companies has provided
peace of mind to business owners
through valued insurance protec
tion. Federated is one of the largest
mutual company insurers of proper Green Hills Software, Inc.
Green Hills Software, Inc. is the
ty and liability insurance in the
leading supplier of software devel
United States.
opment tools for embedded applica
tions. Founded in 1982, Green Hills
Flowserve
Flowserve is a $2.5 billion world Software was the first company to
leader in supplying pumps, valves, apply mainframe optimizing comseals, automation and services to the

g r o u n d - b r e a | ( in g

see Directory, page 18 1

• Full Time
• Co-op/Intem
• Palace Acquire (PAQ) Engineer
Intern Positions

httD://careers.edwards.af.mii
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com pR ny^

A leadin g nation al co n tracto r n a m e d in 2 0 0 4 ,2 0 0 5 ,
and 2 0 0 6 to F o rtu n e M agazine's list as o n e o f th e
"100 Best C o m p anies to W ork For in Am erica."
W e are searching fo r q u a lifie d candidates

Greenbriar Hom es

interested in pursuing careers w ith our
E q u ip m e n t D e p a rtm e n t.
W e w ill be at th e O c to b e r 12 th career fair to visit
w ith you. W e w ill also b e o n cam pus c o n d u c tin g an
in fo rm a tio n session on N o v e m b e r 14th
and in te rv ie w in g o n N o v e m b e r 15th fo r
b o th full tim e and intern ship o p p o rtu n itie s .
C heck us o u t at:
w w w .G ran iteC o n stru ctio n .co m

S B

C.'uni Leaders in A iiorc^atcs, D re d g in g

U

—

ik M a rin e Constni< tin n S e rvii er

Th« Outra Group
has a hentage of over four generations providing
services to its ever-expanding client base in the
San Joaquin Delta and San Francisco Bay
Area Dutra Dredging, Marine Construction
and Dutra Materials provides a solid
organization of experienced
professionals as vrell as the latest
technology and equipment to
ensure that client demands are
met in dredging, mahne
construction and aggregate
manufacturing ar>d
transportation

The Dutra Group is
seeking new
graduates for
,
entry level
positions in the
fields of Civil
Engineering,
Mechanical
Engineering,
Construction
Management and
Business
OeveiopmerTt. The
Outra Group also
has opporturuties
for IntemsNps arKl
oo-op positions in
construction and
engineerirtg.

,

S

I-

piler technology to 32 bit micro
processors. Since 1982, Green Hills
Software has developed optimizing
compilers and related tools for 33
bit microprocessor architectures,
(ireen Hills Software continues to
develop compilers for todays new
architectures as well, such as the
Motorola StarCore, PowerPC
AltiVec, ARM9E, and MIPS 4kc
and 5kc. Profitable since its incep
tion in 1982, Green Hills Software
has achieved steady growth averag
ing 40 percent per year in size as
well as in sales volume. Green Hills
Software business consists of con
tract development and commercial
product sales. With aggregate
research and development invest
ments of over $30 million.

products, services and integrated
solutions to industries ranging from
transportation and manufacturing to
food retailing, construction, and
agriculture.

Intuit
Intuit isn’t your average software
company. Our innovative teams cre
ate whole solutions to help our cus
tomers’ lives and businesses run
smoothly. Our products and ser
vices,
including
TurboTax®,
Quicken® and QuickBooks®, pro
vide revolutionary financial solu
tions to over 25 million customers.

J.R. Filanc Construction
Company
J.R .
Filanc
Construction
Company is a privately-owned gen
eral engineering contractor special
izing in the construction of water
and wastewater treatment facilities.We have been delivering award
winning water and wastewater pro
jects in both the public and private
sectors throughout the southwest
ern United States since 1952.

The excellence of Greenbriar
Homes CommunitiesSM has its
foundation in the development,
construction and sales of high-qual
ity single-family and multi-family
home communities in the San John Laing Hom es
John Laing Homes is one of the
Francisco Bay Area for more than a
largest privately held home builders.
quarter of a century.
We were established in 1848 and
have won some of the most highly
Hitachi Giobal Storage
coveted awards in the home build
Technologies
ing industry like Home Builder of
Hitachi
Global
Storage
the Year, Most Admired Home
Technologies is a global storage
Builder in the U.S., and our most
technology company that brings a
recent award, America’s Best Builder
customer-focused and full-service
in 2(K)6!
approach to solutions for the hard
disk drive marketplace. Hitachi
Global Storage Technologies defines JZMK Partners
JZMK Partners is a full service
the standard for product and service
architectural
and planning firm with
excellence. Hitachi Global Storage
Technologies is positioned to inspire over'40 years of experience in a
and lead the evolution of storage variety o f design types. JZMK
component technologies. The com Partners believes in quality design
pany is committed to moving hard and sustainable communities, we
disk drive advancements beyond make every effort to insure that we
accepted limits in technology, appli deliver it. JZMK Partners has built a
reputation based on the premise that
cation and marketplace.
design solutions should be creative
as well as provide long term value.
HSBC Card Services
Today, using current technologies to
We are the worlds local bank.
develop timeless, environmentally
Headquartered
in
London,
HSBC IS one of the largest banking sensitive and cost-effective solu
tions, JZMK is one of Southern
and financial services organizations
California’s most respected and
in the world. HSBC’s international
sought-after architectural and plan
network comprises over 9,500
ning firms.
offices in 76 countries and territo
ries in Europe, the Asia-Pacific
region, the Americas, the Middle Keyence Corporation
Keyence Corporation is globally
East and Africa.
recognized as the industry leader in
automation and manufacturing
IBM
IBM is synonymous with inven technologies. We have been listed in
tion, vision, breakthrough thinking, Business Week’s “Global 1000 Best
discovery. We have always been at Valued Companies” in the world
and in Japan’s Nikkei Newspaper’s
the forefront o f technological
“Top Ten Excellent Companies in
advancement. By providing one of
the finest environments for techni Japan.”
cal innovation, supported by a
multi-billion dollar annual invest
ment in research and development, Kiewit
Pacific Structures specializes in
IBM’s leadership spans the entire
constructing the most complex and
world of information technology.
technically challenging projects
throughout the Kiewit companies.
Inform atica Corporation
Our work includes all aspects of
Informatica Corporation is a
bridge construction, the construc
leading provider of enterprise data
integration
software.
Using tion of navigation locks and dams,
and marine piers and pipelines. We
Informatica products, companies
can access, discover, integrate, and are also the leader on some of
today’s most exciting work, includ
deliver enterprise data across sys
tems, processes, and people to ing the New Oakland Bay Bridge,
and the New Tacoma Narrows
reduce complexity, ensure consis
tency, and empower the business. Bridge.
More than 2,300 companies world
wide rely on Informatica for their
end-to-end enterprise data integra
tion needs.

Ingersoil Rand
Ingersoll Rand is a leading diver
sified industrial company providing

»t •• I «I «ss

L-3 Communications
Randtron
L-3 Communications Randtron
Antenna Systems is a producer of
high quality Department o f Defense
antennas specifically designed for
see Directory, page 19
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regulatory and ministerial programs
for the County of Los Angeles, Los
Angeles County Flood Control
continued from page 18
District, other special districts, and
the most challenging and exacting contract cities that request services.
installation requirements. These
applications involve design issues
Los Angeles Unified
well beyond those normally
addressed by generic catalog prod School District
Los Angeles Unified School
ucts. In recent years, we have
increased our experience m the fol District (LAUSD) is the second
lowing areas; control of antenna largest school District in the coun
RCS, antennas for the detection of try, serving 730,00 students. Our
LRCS targets, and high-resolution diverse and culturally rich student
population is increasing, and so is
antennas.
our need for additional qualified
and dedicated teachers to join our
Lam Research
ranks, which currently is 37,500
Corporation
strong.
Founded in 1980, Lam Research
The district, which encompasses
C'orporation is a leading supplier of the city of Los Angeles and several
wafer fabrication equipment and neighboring cities, offers e.xceptionservices to the worldwide semicon
al opportunities for teachers. We
ductor industry. The Company’s
believe teachers are shapers of the
innovative
etch
technologies
future, and we are committed to
empower customers to build the
educational reform and innovative
world’s highest-performing inte instructional programs that are
grated circuits. Lam’s etch systems aligned to state standards. The
shape the microscopic conductive LAUSD provides a supportive and
and dielectric layers into circuits dynamic environment for making a
that define a chip’s final use and difference in young lives and
function.
Headquartered
in enriching the student-teacher expe
Fremont, California, Lam maintains rience.
a network of facilities throughout
the United States, Asia, and Europe
M anhard Consulting, Ltd.
to meet the complex and changing
Manhard Consulting, Ltd., a
needs of its global customer base.
growing civil engineering and sur

D irec to ry

veying firm seeks Civil Engineering
Lawrence Livermore
graduates for our Phoenix (AZ),
National Laboratory
Atlanta (GA), Reno (NV), Denver
Lawrence Livermore National (CO) and Vernon Hills &c Lombard
Laboratory (LLNL) is a premier (IL) offices. Our firm uses state-ofresearch and development institu the-art technology to provide civil
tion for science and technology engineering, water resources, sur
applied to national security. We are veying, site investigation, land plan
responsible for ensuring that the ning, landscape architecture, envi
nation’s nuclear weapons remain ronmental, and construction ser
safe, secure, and reliable. LLNL also vices to residential, commercial, and
applies its expertise to prevent the industrial clients.
spread and use of weapons of mass
destruction and strengthen home Mass. Electric Construction
land security.

•1

With locations blanketing the country. USG Corporation has the resources, plants, projects and
people to build walls, ceilings.,.and CAREERS. As a Fortune 500 Company, we offer challenging
opportunities for entry-level professionals dedicated to innovation and ingenuity. We are
currently looking to fill positions in the following areas;

A c c o u n tin g

|

E n g in e e r in g

|

H um an

R e s o u rc e s

Please stop by our booth at the
2006 Fall Job Fair on Thursday, October 12th.
USG will be holding interviews after the job fair. Please
sign up for an interview by visiting us at the Fail Job Fair
or email your resume to us, USG Corporation, attention
Eiysia Leone at:«l«one#usg.com.

For more information regarding USG and your future with
us, please visit our website at;

w w w .u s g .c o m
USG Con or.-ition ,ind its subsidiarios are com m itted to eoual cm: iot mont Oi í ortuniues M/F/D 'V.

City of San Luis Obispo

Co.

Linear Technology

Mass. Electric Construction Co.
is one of the nation’s leading electri
cal contractors, with offices and pro
jects across the United States. We
specialize in the construction of
large and complex electrical projects
and are the premier electrical con
tractor for the transit industry. We
are a wholly owned subsidiary of
Peter Kiewit Sons of Omaha,
Nebraska, an employee owned
company. For more information,
visit our Web site at www.masselcc.com.

Engineer Wanted

Linear Technology is an S&P 5(M)
company with $1 billion in yearly
sales. We presently ofiTer more than
75(M) analog 1C products, including:
High Performance Power ICs
(1)C/DC Converters, White LED
Drivers, Battery Chargers, Linear
Regulators), Precision Amplifier and
Voltage References, along with
High Resolution and High Speed
Data Converters. LTC consistently
delivers the highest profit margins in
the analog semiconductor industry.
We have a growing, loyal customer M axim Healthcare
base that values our unique, innovai tive products based on their perfor Services
Maxim Healthcare Services is
mance, functional value, quality, and
one
of North America’s fastest
*reliability.
growing home healthcare and sup
plemental healthcare staffing com
Lockheed M artin
Lockheed Martin is a highly panies. In our fast track sales-mandiversified S.^.S.S billion advanced agement training program, you will
technology company and the strate recruit and manage our healthcare
gic leader in the aerospace industry employees and place them at top
with major positions in information medical facilities and homecare
systems, software development, clients. You will find yourself
space, launch vehicles, .aeronautics, advancing rapidly fmm a recruiter
electronics, environmental services, to the leadership team of the branch
and energy pixagrams. The vision of by coordinating marketing and
the ('orporation is to be the world’s operational responsibilities.
premier systems engineering and
technology enterprise.

Salary: $4,097-$5,031/m onth

plus a very generous benefit
package that includes: a $625/m o. contribution towards ins.; City
paid PERS 2.7 ^ 5 5 retirement plan; paid holidays/sick/vacarion
days; tuition reimbursement and wellness program; a flex schedule
and more.

Duties: Provides general engineering support and direction to a
variety o f public and private projects. Projects worked on may
include civil works projects including: roads, drainage, grading,
buildings, water and wastewater pipelines and treatment faciliries,
tanks, parks and landscaping, bike paths, environmental mitigation
and other related subjects. This job class functions at an entry level
of classification. As knowledge, skills, abilities and initiative
increase, promotion to the next highest classification may be
rea.sonably expected. Must possess a bachelor's in Civil Engineer
ing or a related field (or pending graduation by 12/06) - or possess an Engineer in Training ccrrificate.

Filing deadline:

5:00 p.m., 10/26/06. Apply on line at

w'ww.slocity.org

M axim Integrated
Products

L A County D e p t of Public
W orks

Established m 1983, Maxim
Integrated Products is a worldwide
The department is a public leader in design, development, and
Agency that is responsible for the manufacture of linear and mixeddesign, construction, installation, signal integrated circuits (ICs).
operation, maintenance, and/or
fepair of roads, bridges, airports, Medtronic
Medtronic is the world leader in
fewers, water supply, flood protec
tion, watershed management and medical technology providing life
ivater conservation facilities, and long solutions for people with
see Directory, page 20
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Discover The Possibilities.

trollies company that offers a
dynamic, challenging, quality ori
ented environment with growth
continued from page ¡9
tlironic disease. We offer products, opportunities and competitive ben
tlierapies aiuf serx tees tliat enhance efits.
or extend the lives of millions of
people. Each year, .t million patients Morley Builders
Morley Builders is owned by
benefit from Medtronic's technolo
nearly
200 employees and has a total
gy, used to treat conditions such as
diabetes, heart disease, neurological craftsman payroll which ranges from
200 to 700, depending on the num
disorders, and vascular illnesses.
ber of self-performed field projects
under construction. Recent annual
Microsoft Corporation
volume is over $2.S0 million and we
Imagine having the resources to
have a bonding capacity in excess of
create tomorrows technology today,
S400. As a member of Engineering
using your skills to create products
New Records (ENR) Top 400
and solutions that will touch the
Contractors, Morley Builders is
lives of millions of people, and hav
prominent in the top echelon of
ing fun while you do it. That’s
Southern California building con
Microsoft. People here love their
structors cuch year. Our nearly 60
work because they get to think big
and dream big.Were looking for the years of experience have helpeil us
gain the experience necessary to
next generation of Microsoft inno
vators. If you have talent and a pas provide the construction leadership,
the right tools and especially the
sion for technology, this could be
skilled, creative people to meet any
your big moment.
construction challenge.

D irec to ry

Miyamoto International, Irxx

P A R A M O U N

r F A R M S

CAN YOU SEE YOURSELF
WORKING WITH A BUNCH OF

Paramount Farms, Inc. a manufacturing
industry leader is currently offering excep
tional career opportunities for
College Graduates to Senior Executives.
If you have drive and determ ination
then we have a job for you! We offer
excellent com pensation and a full
benefits package.

National Semiconductor

We are a structural engineering
firm, established in 1946 but contin
ually growing w ith offices in
Sacramento, Los Angeles, C^range
C'ounty, the San Francisco B.iy Area,
San 1)iego, and Tokyo. Our projects
range from hospitals and high-rise
office buildings to schools and cus
tom homes. Enthusiasm and energy
permeate our firm, at every level, on
every project. C>ur firm structure
balances the needs of our clients,
delivering the personalized service
aiul accountahility of a small firm,
and the resources and stability of a
laiLte firm.

Nation,il Semiconductor is the
premier analog company driving the
information age. Cxmibining realworld analog and state-of-the-art
digital technology', the company is
focused on analog-based semicon
ductor products, which inchule
stand-alone devices and subsystems
in the areas of power management,
imaging, display drivers, audio,
amplifiers and data conversion.
With headijuarters in Santa (data,
Ckilifornia, National reported sales
of S2.16 billion for its most recent
fiscal vear.

Monrovia Growers

NAVAIR

Back 111 the 192(K when
■Monrovia decided to start growing
plants in cont.iiners, it seemed like a
revolutionarv iilea. But fouiuler
I larrv Rosedale believed th.it plants
would endure less trauma if they
reniamei.1 m their container until
they were ready to be planted in the
landscape, tireat ideas like this h.ive
made Monrovia a world leader in
ornamental plants. Ibd.iy we pro
duce more than 2,200 varieties of
perennials, conifers, wtiody orna
mentals, shrubs, trees, citrus, camel
lias, rhododendrons, vines, ferns,
grasses and topiaries.

Monsanto Company

NUTS?
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Monsanto is a leading provider of
agricultural products and solutions.
We use unparalleled innovation in
plant biotechnology, genomics and
breeding to improve productivity
and to reduce the costs of farming.
We produce leading seed brands,
including DEKALB and Asgrow,
and we develop biotechnology traits
that integrate insect control and
weed control into the seed itself. We
make Roundup, the world’s best
selling herbicide, and other herbi
cides, which can be combined with
our seeds and traits to offer farmers
integrated solutions. Through our
Holden’s/Corn States business, we
also provide other seed companies
with genetic material and biotech
nology traits for their seed brands.
We manage our business in two seg
ments; Seeds and Genomics, and
Agricultural Productivity.

Lhc
N.iv.il
Air
Systems
('omm.md (NAVAIR) sc-rves tlu'
nation and the Navy by providing
advanced warfare technologies to
.Americ.in interests all over the
world. In its quest to be the best.
NAVAIR is alw.iys on the Uiokout
for those willing to embark on an
exciting new career.
Over 26,()<H) NAVAIR employ
ees work hand in hand to deliver
advanced N.ival aviation technolo
gies. This talented team of business
and technical professionals research,
design, develop, and test aeronautical
and aeronautical-related systems.
Navair's products include state-ofthe-art sensors, aircraft, weapons,
training, launch and recovery equip
ment, and communications tech
nologies.
NAVAIR is located at eight pri
mary sites across the United States,
which provides employees with a
wide range of travel opportunities.
With its focus on employee devel
opment and training, NAVAIR
employees are never far from their
next challenge.

Nestle USA
For well over a century, Nestlé
has been making the very best food
and beverage products for families
around the world. In the U.S.,
Nestlé’s well-known brands include:
Nestlé® Toll House®, Nestlé®
Nesquik(tm), Nestlé® Carnation®
Coffee-mate®,
Stouffer’s®,
Stouffer’s®
Lean
Cuisine®,
Nescafé®, Libby's® Juicy Juice®,
Uuitoni®,
Taster’s
Choice®,
PowerBar®, Nestlé® Crunch®,
Nestlé® Butterfinger®, Wonka®,
Friskies® Fancy Feast®, ALPO®,
and Mighty Dog®.

New United Motor
Manufacturing, Inc.
see Directory, page 21
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It reallv doesn’t matter how you
look for a Job at Palm, Inc. Because,
everywhere you look, you'll find
con tin Her/from page 20
New
United
Motor great opportunities to join a leader
MainihRturing, Ine. (NUMMI) is in mobile computing.
the pioneerin<a joint venture
between
Toyota and (ieneral Param ount Farms Inc.
At Paramount Farms Inc., we
Motors.
Establislieil in 1‘.>S4,
value
our employees and credit a
NUMMl helped ehange the U.S.
automobile industry by introducing great deal of our success to their
the Ibyota Production System and a excellent work and dedication. As
teaimvork-based working environ the world’s largest vertically inte
ment in the United States. Today, grated supplier of pistachios and
NUMMl has grown to become a almonds, our aim is to build a great
.T, 100-employee ctimpany which team dedicated to higher grower
produces three award-winning vehi returns and total customer satisfac
cles - the Toyota C’orolla.the Pontiac tion. E.xcellence is something we
Vibe and the Toyota Tacoma pickup strive for at Paramount Farms.
truck — at the brisk pace oT36.S,000 Recently Paramount Farms has
started a six-year $165 million
vehicles per year.
automation and expansion plan. We
are looking for self motivated, selfNorthrop G rum m an
managed, and innovative individuals
Corporation
who wish to advance their career
Northrop (irumman Corporation through hard work and personal
is a global defense company head ambition.
quartered in Los Angeles, C'alif.
Northrop (irumman provides tech
Parker Aerospace
nologically advanced, innovative
Launched in 1918 and incorpo
products, services and solutions in
rated by S. L. Parker in 1938, the
systems integration, defense elec
Ohio plant manufactured a line of
tronics, information technology,
tube fittings. The manufacturing
advanced aircraft, shipbuilding and
grew into the production of valves
space technology. With 12.S,()0U
used to control and regulate fluids
employees, and operations in all 50
and g.ases.
states and 25 countries, Northrop
Parker llannifni is a worldwide,
(irumman serves U.S. and interna
diversified manufacturer of motion
tional military, government and
and control technologies A systems.
commercial customers.
Their products control motion in a
broad spectrum of essential uses.
Nurserym en’s Exchange
There are 1,400 product lines for
Nurserymen’s Exchange has been hydraulic, pneumatic and electro
providing distinctive, high quality mechanical applications in some
pn>ducts in the home and garden 1,000 industrial and aerospace mar
industry since 1041. We operate as kets.
a horticultural partner to i>ur custmners, providing year-round solu
Pepsi Bottling Group
tions to their business needs.
The Pepsi Bottling (innip (PB(i)
(Conveniently located in beautiful
is the world’s largest manufacturer,
Half Moon Bay, which is easily comseller and distributor of Pepsi-(X)la
nuitable from San Francisco and the
beverages — some of the world’s
Silicon Valley.
most recognized consumer brands.
PB(i became a publicly traded com
O’Dell En^neering
pany in March 1999 through one of
Full service Civil Engineering the largest initial public olFerings in
and Land Surveying firm, also prx>- the history of the New York Stock
viding Landscape Architecture and Exchange.
Land Planning services.
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W e

h ig h ly t a le n t e d

d e v e lo p in g

in n o v a tiv e p r o d u c ts .

W e a re looking fo r top ta le n t to help us c rea te innovative custom 1C
solutions th a t bridge th e a n alo g and digital dom ain into e v e ry d a y life.

P ositions a re a v a ila b le fo r

Electrical a n d Computer Engineers

C h ip an d S ystem D esign
P roduct E n g in eerin g , A p plicatio n s E n g in eerin g
as w ell as A cco u nt M a n a g e m e n t T ec h n ica l S a le s C onsulting

To find out more...Visit us our booth.
Thursday. OCTOBER 12lM
You’re not just a job after graduation... YO U A R E THE FUTURE I

T h e

Fa m i l y

C a r e

N e t w o r k . an equal o p p o rtu n ity e m p lo y e r w h o serves

over 1, 2 0 0 children, youth and fam ilies a n n u ally in San Luis O bispo and Santa Barbara
Counties, is curren tly recruiting for several challenging and rew ard ing positions:

IN -H O M E

Su p p o r t

C o u n s e l o r *

• Full-tim e, im m e d ia te o p en in g for c h ild re n ’s “b eh avio r specialist”

contractor in the greater SF BayArea. In 2(K)5, OC Jones completed
over Sl(K) million in contracts. We
work as a prime general contractor
on major highway projects, airport
projects, port projects, and various
municipal public works. We also
work in a subcontractor capacity on
private site development contracts
for general building contractors and
developers. Major clients include
(^il Trans, Union Pacific Railroad,
Port o f Oakland, Rudolph &'
Sletten, DPR,Turner, and Swinerton
Builders.

sec Directory, page 24

p e o p le w h o c a n

h e lp u s c o n tin u e o u r le g a c y o f

Pratt & W hitney
(^C Jones is a grading and paving Rocketdyne, In c

P a l m , In c .

th in k in g , e m b r a c e

in v e n tiv e n e s s a n d a c tiv e ly s e e k

OC Jones

Pratt &■ Whitney Rocketdyne,
Inc., a subsidiary of Pratt &• Whitney,
offers a complete line of propulsion
products, fiom boosters to upper
stage engines. These have been used
in a w’ide variety of government and
commercial applications, including
the Space Shuttles’ main engines,
and propulsion systems for the Atlas
and Delta expendable launch vehi
cles. Pratt A Whitney is a unit of
United Technologies Corp., a diver
sified company based in Hartford,
(3onn., which provides high tech
nology products and services to the
cominercial building industry and
the military and commercial aemPacific Investm ent
space industry. Pratt A Whitney is a
M anagem ent Company
world leader in the design, manulacPIM (T) is one of the world's ture and service of aircraft engines,
largest , investment management space pn>pulsion systems and indus
firms, managing more than $(tl7 bil trial gas turbines.
lion I in fi.xed-income assets for gov
ernments, foundations, institutions Preston Rpelines
and individuals, both domestically
Established in 1970. Prest»>n
and abn>ad. Founded more than 35 Pipelines has grown into one of
years ago with a single Southern Northern
('alifornia’s leading
(kilifornia client, our business today Underground ( ’ontractors. Under
extends around the world and the leadership of Mike Preston, PPI
includes a last-growing family ot h.is built strong client-customer rela
retail and institutional mutual funds. tionships that h.ive been the founda
Indeed, our PIM(X") Total Return tion for continual growth. It takes a
Fund, with more than $‘)3 billion in professional management team, sup
assets, is America’s largest bond ported by dedicated and experi
mutual fund.
enced field personnel to earn the

In v ite n e w

• $ 14 to $ 19 per hour plus a bilingual-Spanish d iffe re n tia l
• IHCs play a critical role in the tre a tm e n t process for youth
e x p e rie n c in g e m o tio n a l or m e n ta l difficulties

SOCIAL WORKER*
• Full-tim e, im m e d ia te o p en in g in our foster an d M en tal H ealth services program s
• $ 2 0 to $ 2 7 per hour plus a bilingual-Spanish d iffe re n tia l
‘ E m p lo y e e b e n e fits inclu de; health , d en tal, v is io n , life in su ran ce,
12 p a id v a ca tio n d a ys p e r y ear to start & 12 p a id h o lid a y s p er y ear

INTERN (S( MENTOR
• Im m e d ia te need for positive role m odels to w o rk with C entral Coast youth
• Gain in valuable ex p e rie n c e helping local youth overcom e

4

e m o tio n a l and behavioral obstacles

FOR M O R E IN F O R M A T IO N :
PLEASE V I S I T W W W . F C N I . O R G
O R C A L L 8 0 5 . 7 8 Ì . 3535

\
^

-

Me

iir

j
W W W .IC N I.O R G

sKarloir
Parker Aerospace
Air & Fuel Division - IRVINE, CA,

W HO
W HAT

M E ’S, AEROSPACE. IE'S

-■ C O -O P & CAREER O PPO RTUNITIES

W HEN
WHERE

TH U R S D A Y , OCTOBER 1 2
FALL JO B FAIR
REC CENTER
9 : 3 0 - 2% : 3 0

Please Stop By!
Parker

w w w .parker.com

Possible.

Looking for College Scholarship Program and a
Guaranteed Job After College
...IF SO. YOU MAY QUALIFY TO BE A PART OF THE
UNITED STATES NAVY O FFIC E R
The Navy offers you up to $135,000 to pay for your academic expenses, a secure job, and the chance
to have a future you can be proud of. Even if you already have a grant or scholarship going on, you
can still qualify and get another scholarship going for you. Navy offers the Baccalaureate Degree
Completion Program (BDCP) or Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate (NUPO C) program. Under the
B D C P includes health care, medical, dental, nursing, pilot, intelligence, seal, and engineering and
many more. Earn a generous m onthly sch o la rsh ip Income from $ 2,600 to $ 4,400 per month,
. depending on your location or program, for up to 30 months.
Choose your path, under the N U PO C program are Submarine Officer, Surface Warfare Officer
(Nuclear), Naval Reactors Engineer, and Nuclear Power School Instructor. Submarine Officer and
Surface Warfare Officer (Nuclear) applicants also qualify for a $ 15,000 sign-on bonus upon
acceptance and a $ 2,000 bonus after the completion of training. Must be a U. S. citizen and the
ages of 19-35 years of age. For more information, call 1-8700-252-0559.

I

1-877-7G0-NRVY

UUUJai.NRVY.COM

A tte n tio n E n g in e e rin g Majors^
w e h a v e th e jo b s fo r yo u !!
Technical Sales
Are you a people person?
Are you looking for a job that leverages your engineering degree with your
people skills while increasing your earning power?
Would you like to work in a variety of industries?
If your answer is yes, come see Rockwell Automation
about a career in Technical Sales at the Career Fair.

Application Engineering
Do you want to roll up your sleeves and engineer Automation projects?
Are looking to learn about a variety of industries?
Do you want to work for a company you can grow with?
If your answer is yes...... see Rockwell Automation about opportunities in
Application Engineering at the Career Fair.
R o c k w e ll
A u t O in a t iO it

Rockwell Automation is a Fortune 500 company
and a worldwide leader in Industrial Automation.

Come see us at our Information Session on October 19th, 6pm at the Veranda Café.
We will be conducting Interviews on Campus on October 20th. Pre-select on Cal Poly
Career Services website. Majors: EE, ME, MFGE, IE, IT, CPE, Software Eng.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

W E d o n 't lUST MAKE HISTORY ... W E B U I L D IT!

NOW HIRING
Make a difference by joining the nation's leader in the transportation industry!

Career Opportunities Exist In...

■

Civil Engineering

Environmental
Planning

: I*, I

Transportation
Planning

Right of Way

W e are conducting interviews at Cal Poly on October 27, 2006, for Transportation Civil Engineer positions.
Students must be at senior level status, or eligible for graduation. Submit resumes at Fall Job Fair,
or contact Pat Bencomo via email at d6recruitinent@dot.ca.gov or call (559) 488-7383.
Cnlfrons is an equol opportunity em ployer committed to ca re e r opportunities for oil people
withou* reyord to race, color, relig io n, g ender, a g e , national origin or d isab ility.

www.dot.ca.gov

M u s ia n g

24
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Progressive Insurance

trust that equates to t)ver 200 public
Progressive is the nation's thinland prixate projects completed eacli
largest auto insurance coinpanv.
\ear. Preston Pipelines has e.irned
idninded in P>.^7. Progressive otiers
the reputatuni tor quaiitv. integrity
consumers choices in how thev shop
and serxice that is unparalleled in

for, buy, and own a Progressive poli
cy. The company provides most dri Protiviti
vers with competitive rates and inWc seek quality individuals who
person service 24 htuirs a day, and understand business and technology,
'sells its products over the phone, ■iiid who can contribute to our
online, and through more than multi-disciplined group with skills
mdepeiident
agencies m ,1 varietx of functions, includin
throughout the United States.
g;Outsource
or
t!o-Sourced
Internal .Audit; Internal Audit
Iransformation; Quaiitv Assurance
Keviews; Process Ke-engineenng;
Kisk Management; Business Systems
Camtrol and Etfectiveness; Business
('ontinuity/1 )isaster
Recovery;
Reliability
and
Performance
Management; Asset .Management;
Project Risk Management; and
( .'hange .Management

osco

Quad Knopf
C)uad Knopf ranked as one of the
loo fastest-growing engineering,
architectural and environmental
consulting firwis in U.S. in 2003 and
200b by ZweigWhite and one of the
Top Design Firms by Engineering
News-Record (ENR) in 2006, is
recruiting for talented professionals
from a variety o f backgrounds
including; civil and structural engi
neering; land use, urban, regional
and environmental planning; urban
design; construction-related ser
vices; project management; ecology
and wildlife biology; architecture;
computer-aided drafting and design;
landscape architecture: land survey
ing, geographic information ser
vices; marketing; finance and human
resources.

USS-POSCO Industries is a world-class
steel manufacturer located in Pittsburg, CA.
USS-POSCO Industries (UPl) was founded in 1909
as Columbia Steel.
We are now a joint venture company established in
1986 with United States Steel and Pohang Iron and
Steel of South Korea. One of the most modern steel
facilities in the world.

Roberts & Brune Co.
Roberts & Brune Co. is the old
est name brand distributor of under
ground water, sewer, and storm pipe,
valves, and fittings in Northern
Ckilifornia. Roberts Brune Co. has
three convenient warehouse loca
tions, one in San Jose, one in
Redwood City, and one in Antioch.
We have sales offices at all three
warehouse locations as well as a sales
office in Santa Rosa.

UPl ships more than 6,000 tons of flat rolled steel each
day to customers primarily in the 13 western states,
Canada, Mexico and the Pacific Rim.
UPl is currently recruiting for Electrical, Mechanical,
and Materials Engineers for a Management Associate
career position and Summer 2007 Interns
with the same degrees.

Radix

ize in solving signal reconnaissance,
communications, location and classi
fication problems m the presence of
severe spectral congestion using
advanced signal processing algo
rithms. Our products, systems and
engineering expertise provide the
Department ot Defense and com
mercial customers with innovative
solutions
to
multidimensional
requirements. Above all. Radix is
known for robust solutions that per
form in the toughest real-world
environments.

Raytheon Company
Raytheon C.ompany is a global
leader in defense electronics and
complex integrated information sys
tems. We are focused on defense,
government and commercial elec
tronics and business aviation and
special mission aircraft. The compa
ny is well positioned for growth in
missile defense, intelligence, surveil
lance and reconnaissance; precision
strike; homeland security and tech
nical services. Raytheon is also posi
tioning its technologies its technolo
gies to meet evolving high-growth
commercial markets.

Redback Networks Inc.
Redback Networks Inc., designs,
develops, and markets networking
solutions for IP based services and
communications. Redback’s hard
ware, software, and services are
designed to create solutions that
address the operational and technical
challenges of building a next gener
ation network that delivers con
sumer and business services.

Reiter Affiliated
Companies
International agricultural compa
ny based in Oxnard, CA. We are the
largest North American berry pro
ducer. We grow berries exclusively
for Driscoll. We grow raspberries,
strawberries, blackberries, and blue
berries and employ approximately
4(MM) people.

Radix IS a leader in the develop Rockwell Automation
ment of advanced signal processing
Rockwell Automation is a leading
techniques and products. We special- industrial automation company
focused to be the most valued glob
al pixwider of power, contml and
information solutions. With a focus
on automation solutions that help
customers meet pnaductivity objec
tives. Allen-Bradley® is the division
for this position, offers controls and
engineered services to customers.

^ MIYAMOTO

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
S tructural è Earthquake E hwmeers

With offices in Orange County, Sacramento, Los Angeles, the San Francisco Bay Area, San D iego, and Tokyo, w e are
kx)king for the best full-time project engineers and interns that Cal Poly has to offer!

City of San Luis Obispo
San Luis Obispo is a full-service
city that provides police, fire, water,
sewer, streets, transit, parking, plan
ning, building, engineering’ and
parks & recreation services to the
community.

C om e help us with:

Santa Cmz Biotechnology,
Inc.
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. is
focused on the ongoing develop
ment of research antibodies. It is our
goal to continue to offer the broad
est range of research reagents in the
field.

Schneider Electric

Seismic retrofits.

Hiffh-rises,-

Visit

US

Atui more!

at

www.miyamotointernational.com

It is an exciting time to join
Schneider Electric. With a global
presence and a commitment to
growth, Schneider Electric is a
world-class 2(K)5 Global Fortune
500 leader in electricity and
automation management. Square D
is the flagship brand of the North
American Division, one of four geo-

Phone; (949) 5 7 9 -1170 • Fax:(949)579-1180 • Email: irevnold8@miyamolointemational.com

see Directory, page 25
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forms multidisciplinary, client-spon
sored research and development for
government agencies, commercial
continued front pnge 24
¡graphic divisions of Schneider businesses, and private foundations.
Electric, headquartered in l^iris, To help bring its innovations to mar
ket, SRI licenses its technologies,
France.
fosters strategic partnerships, and
creates new companies.

D irecto ry

Sherwin-W illiams
Company

in
200()
Sherwin-Williams
C'ompany, founded in IS()(>, cele
brates 14(t years of doing business.
With annual sales at over $U billion,
it is the largest manufacturer and
seller of paint and coatings in the
U.S. We are listed m the Fortune
,S(H) and recently named by Fortune
as one of the “ 100 Best C'ompanies
to Work For.” We operate over 3000
company owned stores in the U.S.
(over lo o in C'alifornia alone) and
are seeking highly motivated gradu
ates who have a career interest in
management and sales to join our
company and grow, with us as we
grow.

p ip e •

v a lv e s •

f it t in g s

Stantec
Stantec, founded in 1954, provides
professional design and consulting
services in planning, engineering,
architecture, surveying, and project
management. We support our public
and private sector clients at every
stage, from initial concept and finan
cial feasibility to project completion
and beyond.

Join one of the Bay Area's largest wholesale
distributors of pipeline materials. Supply
products to waterworks contractors and
municipalities!

Stryker Corporation

Stryker ('orporation, a fast-paced,
innovative medical device manufac
turer serving the global market since
1977, has achieved over 2U percent
growth each year — a business and
industry gold standard performance!
Stryker Endoscopy, a division of
Shim m ick Construction
Stryker Ciorporation, is located in
San Jose and specializes in the
Company, Inc.
Established in 1000, Shimmick design, development, and manufac
CAinstruction C'ompany, Inc. (SCXd) ture of leading-edge video, powered
a general engineering contractor instruments and disposable equip
based in Flayvvard, C'A, has rapidly ment for minimally invasive surgery.
succeeded in earning a reputation
While being responsible for over Sun Life Financial
$1.7 billion worth of work over the
Sun Life Financial is a leading
last 16 years SCXd has continued to financial services organization. We
maintain an e.xcellent financial pro provide a diverse range of wealth
file. SCX'l is leading the way in the accumulation and protection prod
21st century in the field of heavy ucts and services to individual and
construction. This is reflected in our corporate clients. Cihartered in 1865,
list of current projects, the $650 mil tod,iy Sun Life Financial and our
lion Eastside Light Rail, the $150 partners have operations in key mar
million San Fernando Valley Bus kets worldwide,.
Rapid Transit and the $150 million
(iolden Cíate Bridge Retrofit, to T.Y. Lin International
name a few.
T.Y. Lin International (TYLI)
provides its clients with a full spec
trum of services for highw.iy pro
Sierra Pacific Resources
Headquartered in Nevada, Sierra jects, including planning, environ
Pacific Resources (SPR) is a holding mental analysis, design, public out
company whose principal sub reach, program management, and
sidiaries
are
Nevada
Power construction support.
Company, the electric utility for
most of southern Nevada, and Sierra T a r ^ t
Pacific Power Company, the electric
Target is a pro-team culture and
utility for most of northern Nevada we really strive to empower all levels
and the Lake Tahoe area of of our workforce.This is reflected in
California. Sierra Pacific Power the amount of emphasis on execu
Company also distributes natural gas tive training and development. As
in the Reno-Sparks area of northern executives, we see supporting our
team members and making our
Nevada.
work envirx>nment “fast, fun, and
friendly” as two of our primary
Solar Turbines
responsibilities.
Incorporated
Headquartered in San Diego,
Cialifornia, U.S., Solar Turbines
Incorporated, a wholly owned sub
sidiary of C'.aterpillar Inc., is a lead
ing manufacturer of industrial gas
turbines with more than 11,8(K)
units with over one billion operating
hours in some 93 countries.

R & B C om pany

Teledyne Microwave
Teledyne Microwave, a business
unit ofTeledyne Elec. &: Comm, has •
over 40 years experience as a world
wide leader in the design, develop
ment,
and
manufacture
of
mierxiwave components and inte
grated assemblies.

R & B Connpany is San Jose based with multiple bay area locations:
Antioch, Redwood City, San Jose, Santa Rosa,and Tracy.
We are built on trust, integrity, quality, tradition and unparalleled
customer service.

We are looking for:
Full time management trainees with degrees in
• Civil Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Industrial Engineering
* Environmental Engineering
• Construction Management
• Business Administration

Dreyer’s Grand Ice Cream Company
will be at the Fall Job Fair!
Thursday, October 12,2006

prcyei-l
We are interested in the following majors:

Sonic

Sonic is the worlds leading sup Teradyne
Teradyne delivers solutions for
plier of authoring systems for digital
media — DVD and CD — produc testing and connecting electnmics. It
is the world’s leading supplier of
tion.
automatic test equipment for testing
semiconductors,
circuit boards and
Southern W ine & Spirits
Southern Wine & Spirits’ history modules, and voice and broadband
began decades ago in Florida. telephone networks. The company’s
Founded by Harvey Chaplin, products deliver competitive advan
Southern Wine & Spirits of tage to the world’s leading semicon
America, Inc. is a privately held alco ductor, electronics, automotive and
hol beverage distributorship with its network systems companies.
corporate office in Miami.

Texas Instrum ents

T1 is the world’s leading designer
SRI International
SRI International (www.sri.com) and supplier of digital signal proces
is a world-leading independent sor (DSP) and analog technologies,
research and technology develop the engines driving the digitization
ment organization with almost $300 of electronics. We’re moving fast to
million in annual revenues. SRI per
•ee Directory, page 26

• Engineering (all disciplines)
• Dairy Science
• Food Science
• Industrial Technology
• Supply Chain/Logistics

Full time, Co-Ops, and Internships Available!
Stop by and see what we have to oifer!
EOE/M/F/DA^
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ages and services HVAC equipment
systems or controls for nearly half
the commercial buildings in the
continued from page 25
United States, as well as buildings all
drive the Internet era forward with
over
the world. We’re the industry
the highest value solutions in key
leader in R&l), as well as manufac
markets where emerging technology
turing.
and next-generation innovations
matter the most. Headquartered in
Dallas, Texas, T1 has manufacturing, Triage Consulting Group
Triage Consulting Group is a fast
design or sales operations in more
growing
healthcare financial con
than 2S countries, including the
Americas, Asia/Pacific, Europe and sulting firm with over 170 talented
professionals, located South of
Japan.
Market Street (SOMA), near the
beautiful San Francisco Bay water
Trane
front. Founders Rich Griffith, Jim
Trane, a division of American
Hebert and Patti Lee-HotFmann
Standard, Inc., is a global manutao
started Triage Consulting Group in
turer of air conditioning systems and
1994 to meet the unique financial
services sold under the Trane® and
needs of hospitals. The three
American Standard® brands for
founders have accumulated over 60
commercial, institutional and resi
years of experience as CPAs, corpo
dential buildings. American Standard
rate financial officers, and healthcare
employs approximately 60,000 peo
consultants.
ple, has manufacturing operations in
27 countries and is included in the
S&P .SOO. Trane manufactures, man US Navy Officer Programs
Wouldn’t it be great to sample a

D irecto ry

Pave

day of Navy life? You could sneak
into Boot Camp, check out Navy
living quarters, step on board an air
craft carrier, sample galley food, and
talk to other Sailors in the Navy.
Kind of like test-driving a new car
before you buy it. Well, here in
About the Navy, you can get a taste
of those various areas to give you a
better idea of what the Navy is all
about.

ed in 1909 as Columbia Steel. We are
now a joint venture company estab
lished in 1986 between U.S. Steel
and Pohang Iron and Steel of South
Korea. One of the most modern
steel mills in the world, USSPOSCO Industries ships over 6,()0()
tons of steel per day to customers
primarily in the 13 Western States,
Canada, Mexico and the Pacific
Rim.

USSPOSCO Industries

Vandenberg Air Force Base sumer finance from over 5,800

investments, mortgage and con

A world-class steel manufacturer
We are recruiting civilian candi
located in Pittsburg, ("alifornia. dates for federal positions located on
USS-POSCO Industries wms found- a military base. We recruit technical,
professional and administrative posi
tions. We are especially interested in
Engineering Students/Graduates.
the road to your future
We have a new direct hire authority
we can use to recruit local
with
Engineers,
Healthcare
and
S in c e
O.C. Jones & Sons, Inc.
Information Management positions.
1924 General Engineering Contractor

HIRING
Project Engineers
Estimate Engineers
and
3 & 6 m onth Interns

SEEKING
Civil Engineering, Agricultural Engineering, and
Constructino Managem ent Majors

■Mi

STOP BY OUR BOOTH FOR M O RE INFORM ATION

W allace G ro u p

Is an innovative, multi-disciplined,
professional firm located in San Luis Obispo.
W ALLACE G RO UP
We are looking for applicants for Internships throughout
the school year.

t%.

W ells Fargo Financial

Wells
Fargo
& Company
(NYSE:WFC) is a diversified finan
cial services company - providing
banking, insurance, investments,
mortgages and consumer finance
from more than 5,900 stores, the
internet (wellsfargo.com) and other
distribution channels across North
America. Wells Fargo Bank,N.A. is
the only “Aaa”-rated bank in the
USG
ValleyCrest Companies
United States. We help build wealth,
For almost 100 years, ChicagoSince
1949
ValleyCrest process payments, grow businesses,
based USG has been a leader in pro Companies has built, maintained and and provide mortgages for more
ducing innovative products and sys beautified some of America’s most than 23 million customers.
tems to build the environments in distinctive landscapes. Our four
which we live, work and play. USG Business Units operate through a W ells Fargo Internet
is the world’s leading producer of national network of branch offices, Services Group
gypsum wallboard, joint compound providing a full array of landscape
Wells Fargo (NYSE: WFC) is a
and a vast array of related construc services to a wide variety of cus diversified financial services compa
tion products.
tomers.
ny — providing banking, insurance,

_ sV'4^->

•
•
•
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Civil Engineering Intern
Mechanical Engineering Intern
Construction Management Intern

Please check out our website for information on
Wallace Group.

w w w .w a lla c e g ro u p .u s

Please bring your resume to the job fair, or
e-mail a resume to hnd'wallacegroup.us

W inzier &. Kelly Consulting
Engineers

Winzier & Kelly Consulting
Engineers is a multidiscipline firm
with over 53 years of experience in
ViaSat
the planning and design of infra
ViaSat produces innovative satel structure for municipalities and gov
lite and other wireless communica ernment agencies. Today, we operate
tion products that enable fast, secure, from offices throughout C'alifornia
and efficient communications to any and the Pacific Rim. Winzier &
location. Products include satellite Kelly's engineers and environmental
ground systems, information securi scientists are dedicated to providing
ty devices, tactical communication clients with cost effective, practical
radios, and communication simula design solutions.
tors. The company’s full line of satel
lite
communication
products Worsley North Am erica
includes VSAT systems for network
Ferguson Enterprises. Inc., Stock
access and infrastructure, and Ka- Building Supply, and Wolseley
band satellite systems, from user ter Canada have joined together to
minals to large gateways. Along with form Wolseley North America, this
its headquarters in Carlsbad, CA, continent’s leading manufacturer,
ViaSat has divisions located in supplier, and wholesale distributor of
Duluth, (fA, and Germantown, MD. building materials. We have sales of
over $12.2 billion, with 1,507 loca
tions in North America.
W algreens
We are looking for entrepreneur
Walgreens, the nation’s premier
ial
type college graduates who are
retail drugstore, has opportunities
nationwide. With over 4,600 stores seeking a professional career oppor
across the nation and plans to open tunity with a growth-oriented com
over 450 stores per year, we’re creat pany to join our training program.
ing opportunities for talented, ambi This candidate must possess a strong
tious individuals to be ready to con work ethic and drive to succeed. We
tribute to our future success. We have a high performance environ
invite you to look into the opportu ment where successful candidates
nities that the retail drug industry will be mentored by the best man
agers in one of the fastest growing
leader has to offer.
companies
in
our
industry.
Competitive salary’ based on cost of
W allace Group
living and bonus eligible. We pmWallace Ciroup has been in busi
vide a comprehensive medical, life
ness since 1984, and offers civil engi
insurance, share option and a 401 (k)
neering, mechanical engineering,
retirement savings plan along with a
surveying, planning, landscape archi
unique opportunity for career devel
tecture and construction manage
opment and growth. EOE
ment services. C’>ur main office is
located m the city of San Luis
Wood Rodgers, Inc.
Obispo in the Central Coast area of
Founded in 1997, Wood Rodgers,
C'alifornia. Our branch office is Inc. is a leading multi-disciplinary
located in Martinez, CA.
civil engineering firm, employing

V\^lls Fargo Bank
Wallace Group
4115 Broad St., Ste. B-5
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

stores, the world’s leading internet
banking site (www.wellsfargo.com)
and other distribution channels
across North America and elsewhere
internationally.

Wells Fargo is a diversified finan
cial services company providing
banking, insurance, investments,
mortgage and consumer finance for
more than 23 million customers
across North America and elsewhere
internationally. We’re headquartered
in San Francisco. Wells Fargo has
$492 billion in assets and 152,(KK)
team members. We’re one of the
United States’ top-40 largest private
employers. We ranked fifth in assets
and fourth in market value of our
stock among our peers as of March
31,2006.

over 4(M) in Northern California.
Nevada, and Idaho. Distinguished
by its innovative approach to pro
jects, Wood Rodgers has a solid rep
utation for managing and complet
ing jobs with a level of precision,
timeliness and success rarely seen in
the industry.

WorleyParsons
WorlcyParsons is a global supplier
of Engineering and Construction
Management Services for the
Petrochemical and Power Industries.
Primary offices are in Houston, TX,
Arcadia, CA, Reading, PA, and
London, UK.
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lim it on ‘Photo Album’

!

D am ien Sutton
I HE D aiiy Aztec (San D iecìo S tate U.)

Add to your

CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB
membership Sept. 23 - Oct. 31, 2006
and you'll be eligible to win one of ten
$ 5 0 s c h o la rs h ip s
If you spend m oney on campus, save
yourself the hassle of cash and checks
by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's
already encoded on your PolyCard. For
more information or to add value, check

--& Ì
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Step into the world of musician
Barbara Trentalange, one that is full of
mystery and sorrow;
She started oft in the bands Spyglass
and Crooked Fingers, but Trentalange
recently released her solo album,
“Bhoto
Album
of C^omplex
Relationships.”
, Trentalange said doing a solo
album “allowed me to push myself
creatively to craft the type of record 1
have always wanted without compro
mising my ideas to accommodate
someone elses vision.”
There are many aspects that make
this a strong album, but the main one
is the instrumental works. The variety
of the instruments contained on this
album is nothing short of astounding
from piano to flute to wine glasses.
Trentalange uses the piano in a way
that is so often forgotten to evoke
emotions such as mourning, loss and
sorrow.
The music on “Photo Àlbum of
Complex Relationships” is alw'ays
complementary, not only to the actu
al pitch and tone of Trentalanges
voice, but also the lyrics of each song.
There are times when it seems as
though both the music and the vocals
blend together, making it difficult to
differ between the two.
Trentalanges vocals are haunting,
yet soothing at the same time. During
songs such as “Monster,” one can

B u s . o r

sense the emotion and passion that
Trentalange put into the album. Luca
Jensen, Trentalanges public relations
official, described the album as “dark
er, moodier and layered.”
The description comes alive on
Trentalanges album. For the most
part, the lyrics are a downer, with top
ics ranging from abuse to solitude.
“It can be a scary place to go some
time when you find yourself rooting
for the ‘bad guy,’ which is why some
people would rather close their eyes
to It all,”Trentalange said.
Overall, this is a greaf album that
will both stir you and cause you to
think about the darker side of life.

MUSTANG
DAILY

CORRECTIONS
, T he Mustang Daily staff takes pride
in publishing a daily newspaper for the
('al Poly campus and the neighboring
community. We appreciate your
readership and are thankful for your
careful reading. Please send your
correction suggc*stions to
mustangdaily(^gmail .com .
• T h e “ F ound S o u n d ” colum n
published on page 8 Tuesday, Oct. 10
incorrecdy stated the show date for
Cihost Mice, (ihost Mice will in fact
play at Mitchell Park on Sunday, Oct. 1,S
at 4 p.m. C'ome at 3 p.m. for a veganffiendly poduck.

C a r p a a l!

RIDESHARE WEEK 2006
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Get back to the basics for fell feshion
Laura Selmek
fu r iM ui'iNDiM t\)iin;iA M (U .T o im o )

It's time to get back to the basics.
“Basic black will never lead you
wrong.” said Torrie Schnoor, man
ager of Banana Kepublic at the
Westfield Shoppingtown Franklin
Park Mall, 5001 Monroe St. “Every
girl should own the quintessential
‘little black dress' that can be dressy
or casual and goes with everything,
and the black-and-white color
combination is always classic.”
This fall, add shades of gray to
black and white to make the color
combination more modern and
dimensional.
Likewise, brown is typically only
thought of as the color of chocolate
or cotfee. but it can be modernized
by adding lighter shades of tan to
create a wider tone variety, Schnoor
said.
This year’s fall fashions revolve
around the basic neutral colors —
black, white, beige, brown and navy
blue.
Yet, among the neutrals are small
splashes of color; primarily earthy
shades of green and calming shades
of blue are in, but light cottoncandy pinks, deep cranberry reds,
fruity shades of tangerine orange,
vibrant shades of violet and deep

shades of plumb will find a match
too.
That m.iy sound like every color
under the sun is “in” this season, but
this fall, the rainbow is a muse.
f'ocus on small doses of color and
overall looks that are versatile for
any indoor or outdoor scene instead
of bright, bold color combinations.
When it conies to textures, cor
duroy is the tried-andtrue friend of the tall
seastm, but this year, vel
vet is the softer, more
touchy-feely trend to
follow.
From
jackets
to
shirts,and even to pants,
velvet is more “in” for
both men and women.
However, corduroy is
the next-best thing that
is probably already in the
closet.
Lighter colors aren’t as popular in
tall when they’re by themselves, but
pair light tan pants with an earthy
green sweater and a rich brown
jacket and the look is cool, crisp and
comfortable — the perfect look for
this fall, Schnoor said.
Layering the clothes like a metro
politan in New' York allows you to
take otf or put on layers as you go in
and out of buildings.

Layering light fabrics over each
other makes the look comfortable;
the bottom l.iyer should extend past
the hem of the top layer.
Fitted with soft patterns
Ketro fashion trends can be fun
to follow, and this season’s fashion is
vaguely reminiscent of the 198(is —
but with a modern-day twist.
Instead of oversized jackets and loud

designed to be neutral — as the
name implies; they will match just
about any color combination.
Paisley and tloral prints, even for
men, along with checks and plaids,
which used to be considered too
manly to be feminine, are fun ways
to add colorful details to solid color
schemes.
Boots, pants and skirts
Vintage looks are still
m style, with peasant
skirts, tunics and kneehigh boots, but the “bub
ble” hemline — reminis
cent of the 1980s — on
skirts is blasting back
from the past as well.
Instead of straight lines,
the “bubble” hemline
adds poof to make clothes
more three-dimensional.
_____
But coming from the
1950s is the straight and
“skinny leg” pants for women, said
Rachel Bret, an associate at
C'harlotte Russe at the Westfield
Mall.
■ Brooke Tregg, a sophomore
majoring in education ,is proud to
be “born in the ‘80s,” and even has a
pin attached to her book bag
declaring she’s a product of the
times.
“ It’s fun to dress in retro fash

Retro ^ h io n trends can be
firn to follow, and this season’s
foshion is vaguely rerniriiscent
o f the 1980s — but with a
m odem -day twist.
prints, this season focuses on fitted
jackets and prints in soft patterns
that don’t hurt the eyes when looking at them.
This season’s style also borrows
from the 1950s.
“Feminine” and “romantic” are
perfect to describe the style. Ruffles,
for women, seem to follow the rule
of “the bigger, the better.”
In color schemes, neutrals are

ions,” Tregg said. “ It’s a lot easier to
find clothes, too because you can
just go to a thrift store.”
Men’s tashion is still preppy
For men, preppy is still “the
look.”
Argyle sweaters — sweaters with
diamond patterns — are excellent,
even in cardigan or sweater-vest
combinations.
They can be paired with suits,
sports jackets or even pea coats —
sailor coat lookalikes.
Anything paired with black pants
is good for men; dressy-but-casual is
the goal.
Floral and paisley (amoeba
shaped prints) are in for men, com
ing in colors such as dark cranberry
reds, blacks, navy blues and purples.
Ciray pinstripe suits are always
classic, but the 1950s classic gray
tlannel' suit is making a major
appearance.
Ciray, is the color men should
look for in jeans, w'hereas women
should look for dark blue — but
not black.
“I just wear what’s comfortable,”
said Ryan Weigand, a University of
Toledo sophomore majoring in
computer networking.“ ! don’t want
to spend all of my money (on
clothes).”

CD REVIEW

K illers do their best to kill buzz
P atrick D augherty
I Ml .\USI Ml U .L' Missoi lUI

\

File Killers’ second album.
"Sam’s low 11. ” has been the subject
ot gossip and rumors for months. It
has been said that the boys w ith the
eselmer and bright w Inte suits have
been plamnng to go all-Americana
on our asses.
Is It truer .Mthough it is usually
clear that you are listening to the
same l as Vegas show boats, the prealbum rumors prove to be
resouiidmgly true.
I he most heavily hyped mtluetice (by The Killers themselves),
Bruce Springsteen, is very real.The
Boss haunts nearly every song.
U2 and ('oldpkiy’s presence can
also be heavily felt in the guitars.
I hese new influences are tidd
for sure, but they are made all the
odder by the fact that people seem
to enjoy the dance-hall geeks of
Hot Fuss. T he boys appear to be
trying to fix what isn’t broken.
Many of the things that make
Fhe Killers themselves are still
here, but the band, already serious

to a fault, have felt
bellows lines like “1 am
the need to up the
sick of all my judges/
seriousness
ten
So scared to let me
fold.
shine,”
and “I never had
'♦ ♦ I
Even
though
a lover, 1 never had
The Killers are
soul.”
%
taking steps they
Someone has made
believe will give
The Killers mad. and
them greater st.iylike a little brother try
mg power, they
ing to prove he’s tough
don’t realize that
to the older kids, they
their desire ti>
seem to be begging for
'it*
become tough and
approval fmiii the bands
serious might be
that inspired them and
¿53
what makes them
the magazines that
fade away before
made fun of them.
their time.
Despite all of its
Where sincerity
bizarre musical niixand clever song
tures and lame lyrics,
(X>L RiKSYmoro
writing
makes
Sam’s Town still man
The Killers’ new album, “Sam’s Town,” was released Oct, 3 and has
bands timeless no
ages to be a fairly
been climbing the charts with “When You Were Young.”
matter what their
enjoyable listen.
sound is, the pos
Songs like “Kead My
born on the Fourth of July,” and
ing and preening here threaten to “ Watch the clouds fall from the Mind,” and “ My List,” are dismal,
make the band more disposable sky.” No song passes by without us but other cuts like “Bones” and
and forgettable than its previous hearing about some back road or “Why Do I Keep (Tnmting?” suc
sound ever would have.
ceed in spite of their bombast.
the years flying by.
The album is riddled with
Especially “ Bones.” Despite
The Killers are also angrier than
absurd lyrical clichés. We hear before. Singer Brandon Flowers some embarrassingly Edge-esque
things like, “My brother, he was
guitar and not so ear-pleasing har

monizing, it is one of the album’s
best songs because of its soaring
chorus, charming horns ,md signa
ture Killers synths.
The heavily Springsteen influ
enced bookends “ Enterlude” and
the unfortunately titled “ Exitlude”
fare even better. 1)espite downright
hysterical lyrics referencing “bon
fires of trust.” and “flash floods of
pain,” they exude the gs>ofy winkwink charm o f past Killers’ classic
“All These Things That I’ve I )one,”
and remind us that even though
the band might have some illadvised ambitions, it can also
w rite good pop songs.
The Killers have come tantalizingly close to an all-out sopho
more disaster here, but they dis
play just enough conviction and
song-w riting smarts to avoid the
annals o f all-tim e sophom ore
sluinps.
Let’s just h o p e next tim e the
fo u r can start singing about
boyfriends who K>ok like g irl
friends again and leave th e •
eagles and rivers to th e m an so
good at it h e ’s called T h e Boss.
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• 1997 D ennis R od m an returns from his second longest N B A suspension (11 gam es).
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• 1990 O il hits a record $40.42 per barrel.
• 1939 Franklin D. R o o sev elt receives a letter from E instein ab out the a to m b o m b .
• 1975

Saturday N ig h t Live p rem ieres w ith G eorge Carlin as h ost.
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POLITICAL COMMENTARY

Congressmen gone wild

cant hug your
children with nuclear arms

'hat is going on
with congressional
Republicans nowa
days? In less than one year’s time
four
highly
esteemed
Republicans have had to resign
because of evidence of serious
misconduct.
From the power grabs of Tom
DeLay (R), to the greediness of
Duke Cunningham (R) and Bob
Ney (R), to the now widely pub
licized sexual advances of Mark
Foley (R) towards teenagers, the
Republicans
appear to be
doing their
best to live
up to the
“Culture of
C orruption”
label.
The
crazy thing is
that
even
with all that
has
tran
spired. there
still might be
m o r e
Republicans
joining them
as political
c a s u a ltie s
before
the
Nov. 7 elec
tions. This is because new evi
dence has emerged suggesting
that Foley’s disgusting behavior
was covered up by Speaker of tlie
House Dennis Hastert.
It is already known that
Hastert was aw'are of Foley’s
inappropriate behavior months,
if not years, ahead of time and
did practically nothing to stop
Foley. Now a congressional
committee will try to determine
whether Hastert’s inaction was
deliberate in order to protect
the C't.O.lVs image or done out
of laziness. In my opinion it
shouldn’t matter what route
Hastert chose because either act
is extremely careless and unpro
fessional given the seriousnes< of
Foley’s pédophilie behavior.
Even one of the most reliably
conservative voices in the
nation’s capital.The Washington
Times’ editorial board, has
called for Hastert to step down

LETTERS
T O T H E E D IT O R
Football fan conduct
unsportsmanlike
As 1 left mustang stadium on
Saturday night, 1 felt a little
ashamed to call myself a Mustang.
Throughout the entirc game, 1
heard the guy in front of me
yelling “rip his f — ing head off”
and others yelling “Davis you
suck, go home Davis!”
1 ask myself, is this what we
want others to think of when they
hear C’al Poly football? Sitting

stating that he was either “gross
ly negligent” or “looked the
other way in hopes that a brew
ing scandal would blow' away.”
I will acknowledge that
ILepublicans aren’t the only
ones in this “CTilture of
CTirruption” as Democratic
Rep. Bill Williams was caught
hiding $90,000 in bribes in his
refrigerator.
However, when
one
juxtaposes
Williams’
$90,000 in a refrigerator to
Cunningham’s $2.4 million and
luxury
yacht
from military
contractors, or
Delay’s
and
Ney’s luxuri
ous
golfing
trips
to
Scotland cour
tesy o f Jack
Abramoff,
Democrats are
left
looking
more ridicu
lous and ama
teurish
in
bribery
than
Republicans.
Republicans
might disagree
with
this,
thinking I am trivializing my
side’s mistakes but the fact is
that this is the public's percep
tion.
According to an AB-Ipsos
poll conducted this week after
the Foley revelations, likely vot
ers overwhelmingly believe
(Nearly a 2-1 advantage) that
the Democr.itK Party is better
able to fight corruption than the
Republicans.
Ultimately,
while
some
Republicans think it’s not fair
that
the
“C'ulture
of
C^orruption" label is sticking
mainly to them, looking at all
the tacts, I am surprised it took
this long for the label to get
attached to the Ci.O.I*., whose
strong point is supposed to be
the handling of moral values.
Patrick .Mohiar is a business
sophomore and .Miistancf Daily
political coliinwist.

around me were kids as young as
6 and parents as old as 75, and
througliout the entire game they
were subject to the unsportsman
like conduct of numerous college
kids. It’s one thing to cheer your
team on, hut to curse and yell at
the other team just makes you
sound immature. So ne.xt time
you’re at a football game think of
the 6 year old boy who is watch
ing and listening to what you say.
Bruce Conklin

Industrial technoloj;^ Junior

Great universities on ly as
g o o d as their teachers
We at C,al Poly know what an
amazing institution this is.
ILelatively small class sizes, stateof-the-art equipment, great profes-

orth Korea announced
late Sunday night that it
had completed its first
successful test of a nuclear weapon.
Combined with their July 5th test of
long-range offensive missiles, they
have just become the world’s newest
nuclear threat.
How did it come to this? How
could we have let this happen? Sadly,
this is the result of a policy of sanc
tions, concessions and appeasement.
The Clinton
administration
of the 1990s
sought to con
tain the threat
of North Korea
by
granting
concessions and
o ffe r i n g
ap p easem en t
packages. Bill
Clinton
sent
former presi
dent
Jimmy
Carter over to
North Korea to
negotiate with
the
defiant
regime
and
M A T T .B
Carter came
back declaring
peace in our time.
Ill exchange for an aga'ement to
stop nuclear weapons development.
Charter and Cdinton agreed to send
millions of dollars in aid. oil, food
and even nuclear technologs to the
mgue state. Tragically, C'.arter didn’t
tliink to include even the simplest
means by which to verify North
K o r m ’s compliance. It turns out that
North Korea used the money and
technology to enhance its weapons
development w'hile its people con
tinued to starve.
When pR'sident Bush outlined
the so-called “Axis of Evil” in his
State of the Union speecli in 2002.
he was gravely serious about the
tha-ats in our world. Laughed at by
many people; he identified Iraq, Iran
and North Koa*a .ls the tliR'e bij^;est
tha\its to America’s national securits’
because they sponsoa*d termrism
and sought weapons of mass
destruction.
Wlien rogue nations voluntarily
forego peaceful negotiation, the only

N

option they leave Responsible nations
is military enforcement. It is then up
to sensible nations to decide
whether or not to use force to
uphold the U N . regulations.
Worldw'ide intelligence agencies,
international allies, our congress and
our President agreed at the time that
Iraq was the biggest of these threats,
and thus the R*gime needed to be
overthRiwn.The United States took
the lead in ousting Saddam Hussein
fk)m pow’er and
we have helped
to foster the
growth of the
Middle
East’s
youngest democ
racy.
Iran
and
North
Korea
only faced U N .
resolutions and
diplomatic condemnatio ns
because America
lost the support
of the interna
tional communi
ty. The U.N.
alleged that we
USHMAN
were frivolously
looking to start
more wars and R'fused to do their
part to confmnt these threats.
Say what you want about
America’s War on Ternir, but Iraq
remains the only country fixim the
“Axis of Evil” that has not since
threatened the world with nuclear
weapons. Negotiation failed to deter
either Iran or North Korea.
I’R'sident Bush, like Reagan and
Churchill befoR- him, turned out to
be right about evil in our time, and
we are only just beginning to under
stand that.
As a R'sult o f these failed policies,
the balance o f power in the world is
shifting away from peaceful deiiuKracies and falling into the hands o f
Machiavellian dictators. Unless the
world unitL*s to act forcefully against
these growing threats, it w on’t be
long befoR* Iran will be next to
tliRMten us all with nuclear weapons.

Matt Hushmail is a riiil ai\;iiieiriiic>
senior and .Mustamj Daily political
coluimiisi.

sors, and an amazing sports paithe inner workings of the recent
contract negotiations between the
gram (Cío Mustangs!) all combine
(iSU system and the faculty', I do
to make this a world-class univer
know that the student body needs
sity.
Recently, the outside world has to support our professors. After
begun to take notice of our great all, it is the professors who educate
us to such a high staiulaRl and it is
ness. On Oct. 9, the Mustang
the
professors, and not the C'.SU
Daily reported that we ranked sev
administrators, who have made
enth in the Best of the West cate
Cal Poly alumni such a sought
gory in a U.S. News report.
after commodity on the career
But many sense a change in the
marketplace. I implore you, dear
winds. C?lass sizes aR' increasing
reader, to show the faculty some
and some students are finding it
love by telling them what a great
harder to graduate due to lack of
job they are doing. We do not
available classes. And the pnifesw'ant to lose our valuable faculty'
sors that have made this campus
to private universities or the
great are finding it harder to live
dR'aded UC campuses, so 1 am
in the posh San Luis Obispo area
choosing to endorse the faculty'
with salaries below the industry
and I hope others join me.
Kevin Elliott
standards.
While 1 don’t pRtend to know
History senior
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seems to have the program heading
in the right direction.

Frankly

A’s

continued from page 3 2

to the Anteaters on Sept. .^0.1 hey
tell to the Gauehos 2-0 earlier this
season, but tlie Mustangs should be
hungry to avenge that loss with a
home crowd behind them.
Adding to the soccer storyline
has been the success ot'a pair of UC'
Santa O u z transfers who, in the
wake ot Holocher’s hiring, sought
to rejoin their former coach. lulian
Alvarez and Jetb Meyer Jr. have been
two ot the top weapons for the
Mustangs this year after playing
Division II ball a year ago — and
they’re both sophomores. Uolocher

R eporters
continued from page 32

lob, tell the truth and not reveal
your sources. Boo, year and a half
111 jail.
Cln top of that, let’s invest mil
lions in an ongoing investigation
to ensnare the real threat here, mil
lion-dollar athletes.
Am 1 interested in who did
steroids? Absolutely. It makes
Pardon the Interruption and
SportsCenter a lot more intrigu
ing, like a meathead soap opera. If
1 turn on CSPAN, 1 would like to
see what our political leaders are
doing about the War on Terror or
education. Maybe Congress didn’t
get the memo, but there is no rea
son Jose Canseco should ever be
on CSPAN unless he’s running for
office.
I say if we do the whole war on
steroids thing, let’s go all out. Why
stop at congressional hearings and
federal investigations? Let’s start a
new bureaucracy, the Department
of
Homeland
Testosterone
Security.
We could have color-coded
testosterone security levels. Green
— we’re clean. Yellow- — some
steroid use, but mostly supple
ments. Cream — anywhere from
10 to 75 percent chance of steroid
use. Clear — juicing imminent,
duct tape your windows.
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continued from page 32

3. Cal Poly Invitational, cross
country
Why, you might ask, would you
want to get up at 9 a.m. to watch
people run up hills and on trails?
Why not?
The men’s “A” team will be out
of town for Pre-Nationals in Terre
Haute, Ind., but the “11” team is
pretty legit and the young women’s
squad has plenty of potential. C^K,
I’m biased, but if you happen to be
awake Saturday morning, give in to
the temptation and go watch C’al
Poly’s elite runners.

Payton doubled him to third.
CTikland never trailed in its divi
sion-series sweep of the Minnesota
Twins, taking quick leads in all three
games. This time, the A’s grounded
into double plays to end both the
second and third innings to squan
der early scoring chances, then had
another double play in the fifth.
The A’s made mistakes resem
bling some of their blunders in four
straight first-round losses from
20()0-03 — not the clean, crisp
defense they showed in the division
series.They also went O-for-12 with
runners in scoring position, leaving
them 3-for-34 so far this postsea
son.

Fainaru-Wada and Williams
were lauded by President Bush for
their efforts in uncovering the
steroid scandal.
Despite such high praise, the
freedom of the two reporters
remains in limbo.
Again, let me get this straight,
BALCO founder Victor Conte
gets four months. Bonds’ trainer,
Greg Anderson, gets three months’
house arrest for money laundering
and an additional four months for
his refusal to testify in the Bonds
perjury case.
Now, the two gentleman who
did their jobs as reporters get 18
months for refusing to reveal their
sources to a grand jury.That makes
sense. Instead of going after the
person(s) employed by the govern
ment who actually committed a
crime and leaked confidential
information, let’s throw these guys
in jail, because we are completely
inept at doing our jobs.
As Williams said after their sen
tencing, “ I do despair for our
country if we go very far down
this road, because no one will talk
to reporters.”
Somewhere, Richard M. Nixon
and j. Edgar Hoover are smiling.
Let’s keep baseball where it
belongs, in the hearts and minds of
fans, not for the political benefit of
Washington’s movers and shakers.

Oakland’s Harden to start
Game 3 o f ALCS
Rich Harden got the nod to start
Game 3 of the American League
Championship Series for the
Oakland Athletics even though he’s
made only three starts since early
June.
Harden has the best stuff of any
A’s starter but missed 3 1/2 months
with a sprained ligament in his right
elbow. He came back to make three
starts down the stretch, but was not
needed in the opening round
because Oakland swept Minnesota.
Harden moved ahead of Dan
Haren for the ALCS against the
Detroit Tigers. Haren, who won the
clincher in the opening round
against the Twins, is slated to pitch
Game 4.
“Pushing Dan Haren back a day
is a tough decision, and he has
pitched a lot of big ballgames for us
and pitched very well,” manager
Ken Macha said Tuesday before the
ALCS opener. “But we just feel at
this particular time that Rich is
going to be the guy in that spot.”
Harden went 4-0 this season with
a 4.24 ERA in nine starts _ all won
by the A’s _ but has not pitched
more than five innings in a game
since going eight innings in a 5-3
victory over the Angels on April 21.

*
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BEN MARGOT

ASSOCIATED

Oakland Athletics pitcher Barry Zito throws during the first inning
against the Detroit Tigers in Game 1 of the American League
Championship Series in Oakland on Tuesday night. He lasted only 3 2/3
innings, allowing five earned runs on seven hits at McAfiee Coliseum.

Harden allowed one run and four
hits in eight innings of his first two
late-season starts before giving up
six runs and six walks in 3 2-3
innings the final day of the season
against the Angels.
“I’m really looking forward to
getting out there,” Harden said. “It’s
been a couple weeks. Everything
feels good.... I’ve been feeling real
ly good lately. I had good side work
and I’m feeling healthy.”
Harden, who has not pitched
since the season finale Oct. 1,
allowed five runs over 3 1-3 innings
in an instructional league game in
Arizona on Monday. He struck out

four, walked none and reached 94
mph on the radar gun in the 55pitch outing.
By pitching Harden in Game 3
and Haren the next game, the A’s
will have both pitchers available if
the series goes seven games.
“Essentially it came down to at
least a possibility of having Rich
throw twice in this series,” A’s assis
tant general manager David Forst.
“This basically leaves all our options
open if we get into a Game 7 situa
tion. We always feel good with him
on the mound. He is the one guy on
our staff with the best chance of
dominating.”

1»

A R K E'T WVvat?
Your convenient source for special foods A sroceries.
A Convenience Store that features Cal Poly products
along with household essentials,
snacks and school supplies. Inside
the store you'll also nnd a
mini food court and Julian's Jr.
serving gourmet coffee and espresso.!

iMilki

Open!
6;30am-10pm Mon-Thurs
6:30am*5;30pm Friday
10am-5pm Saturday
10am-10pm Sunday
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le s i c o m
2006 Fraternity of the Year
2 0 0 6 IFC Sports Champions
2006 Greek Week Cham pions
2006 President of the Year

Upcom ing Schedule
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welcome

Kennedy
Library

Perimeter Rd.

press

O ctober 10-17
Tues:
Wed;
Thur;
Fri:
Sat:
Sun:
Mon:

All Greek BBQ, at the UU, 6pm
Trl-TIp BBQ, at the PAC Lawn, 5*7pm
Pizza at The Pike House, 5-7pm
Subs & Slideshow, at the AXO House, 5-7pm
Social at Alpha Phi, 5-7pm
(By invite only): Interviews at the Pike House, all day
(By Invite only): Fireside speeches
,,
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Mustang m er¿ golf team finishes last at invitational
Cal Poly was led by Kevin
O ’Brien, who tied for 35th.
si'c )Krs*iNrc )kma i u >n

kh ' i )r i

In a m en’s golf tournament
loaded with some of'the best colle
giate teams in the West Region, C'al
Poly finished last among 15 schools
competing
m
the
Alister
MacKenzie Invitational on Tuesday
at The Meadow Cdub in Fairfax.
Cal, the 2004 NC]AA champion,
won its own tournament with a

four-person 26-under-par 826 total
on the 6,606-yard par-71 course.
San Jose State was second at 842
followed by Oregon State at 848.
('al Poly, led by Kevin O ’Brien
and Urycen Wagner, checked in
with an 881 total. O ’Brien carded a
7.S Tuesday for a five-over-par 218
total and a 35th-place tie while
Wagner shot a 74 for a 220 total
and a tie for 48th place.
Cither Cal Poly scores were a 76
for a 223 total by David Lewinski

for 62nd place, an 82 for a 224 total
and a 65th-place finish by Cieoff
Cionzalez and a 79 for a 230 total
and 76th place for j.j. Scurich.
Individual winner was Michael
Wilson of Cal with a 70 Tuesday
and an 11-under-par 202 total, two
strokes ahead of runner-up Stephan
Stallworth of San Jose State.
Cal Poly returns to action Oct.
23-24 at the Santa Cdara Colby
Invitational on the Silver Creek
Valley Golf Course in San Jose.
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ACROSS
1 Twain family
name
5 ___fatale
10 “The Simpsons”
brainiac
14 Cheese named
for a histone
French region
15 Common cell
phone feature
16 Windows
alternative
17 With 37- and
60-Across, a
musing
20 Allergy-prone
21 “Cool!"
22 “Satisfied?"
25 Went too far on
a trip, in brief
27 Moon vehicle,
for short
28 Not bought, say
31 One who settles
down in a rush?
33 Gaze
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34 Tolkien creature 70 Haberdashery
display
36 Teacher’s org
37 See 17-Across
DOWN
42 Sugar suffix
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43 King of the ring
the Lambs” grp
44 Kaput
A Gershwin
46 One waving a
Zero
loaded gun. e g.
Anchor, e.g
49 Kids’ racers
Mystery novelist
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Kellerman
52 Winner of a
Besides that
1925
Kind of ball
intercollegiate
Evil side of
crossword
literature?
championship
Modern rock
54 Stop, at sea
genre
55 “Later"
10 Winter
57 Grads
Olympics event
60 See 17-Across
since 1964
65 “0-o-oh'"
More than puff
66 1940’s All-Star
Kid watcher
Buck
Given
67 Big name in
Novelist Seton
shirts
Brings to ruin
68 “And there you
Event with gals
have It'”
in ponytails
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Over again
“Put me in
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45 Summer clock
setting Abbi
46 Hei looks could
’ kill

51 Wont
53 Bull who's a
glue mascot

47 Left

56 Draft status

48 Seinfeld” role

58 Educ.
institution

50 “Do what IS
right though the 59 C l A worry
world may
perish' writer
61 Took a seat?

62 Compact
submachine
gun

Torre rem ains
manager ofliànks
Joe Torre has won 1,079 games his cell phone.
Cieorge Steinbrenner was on the
since taking over as New York’s
line.
manager in 1996.
Ronald Blum
ASStK lAIED I'KESS

Joe Torre was in his ofiice at
Yankee Stadium on Tuesday, abtiut
to give the media his season wrapup,
when general manager Brian
C'ashman walked in and handed him
-----------^
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"He has informed me that 1 will
be here as his manager next year.y
Torre said about 1.3 minutes later.
And with that, Steinbrenner
ended three days of speculation that
followed his team’s second straight
first-round exit from the AL play
offs.
Ever since 1)etroit eliminated the
Yankees on Saturday, reports of
Torre’s imminent dismissal dominat
ed New York media. When
Steinbrenner left Monday to return
to Tniipa, Fla., he said he still hadn’t
made a decision.
Would he revert to his old ways,
when he changed managers 20
times tfom 1973-9.3? Or would he
stick w ith the revered Torre, who led
the team to four World Series titles
in his first five years but none in the
SIX seasons since?
"Let’s just say that he echoed sup
port and commitment to having me
go on in this job,” Torre said. "I felt
ctmifortable with the conversation.”
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63 Noted 1973
Supreme Court
ruling,
informally
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64 Ones getting to
work on Time’
Abbr

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute, or. with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the besi of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years. 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puz2leforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes com/tearning/xwords.
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CLASSIFIED
HELP W A N TED

HELP W A N TED

HELP W ANTED

HELP W A N TE D

H O M E S FOR SALE

Research Candidates

Assistant in fast paced real estate
office in SLO. High energy, great
attitude, presistence and some
computer skills are what w e’re
looking for. Part-time ok but need
mornings mainly. No experience
required. Fax resum e to 544-2837
attn K arin/ Hal (805) 781-3750

STUDENT ASSISTANTS
CSC / CPE
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT &
MAINTENANCE
Java. C, C++, Database, Linux,
68H C 11 Assem bly
$8.0 0 to $ 1 2 .0 0 per hour DOE
EMAIL RESUM E
nhockada@calpoly.edu

Part Time Sales Friendly,
responsible team members
wanted for aviation call center.
Part time entry level sales
position available. Pleasant,
professional work environment.
Please submit resum e by
email to ops@ lebas.com
or fax 805-593-0509.
(805) 593-0510

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546 -19 90 or em ail
steve@ slohom es.com

CM RG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain,
Purulent Nasal Discharge. Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal M edical Research Group
at 805-549-7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Part Time Web Person
Skilled in Photoshop retouching,
FTP , web design to help
photographer to create new
website. See davidschoen.com
and call (805) 471-0875

Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate m this research study.
Qualified oarticipants will receive
study related m edical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. 805-549-7570

Now Hiring Part tim e/ Full time
up to $ 1 1 .0 0 per hour.
The Shoe Pavillion/
Pism o Beach Outlet Center
(805) 773-3354
MODELS for Art, Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875
NEED A LOAN?
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO START?
CALL THE EXPERTS
1-877-681-5104
QUICK & RELIABLE SERVICE
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

TRAVEL
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

Q UO TE OF TH E DAY
“ If you have built ca stle s in the air,
your work need not be lost;
that IS where they should be.
Now put foundations under then’
- Henry Davio Thoreau

Need housing? Then put in an ad!
Call; (805) 756 -11 43 or
classifieds@ m ustangdaily.net

LOST A N D FO U N D
Lost black faded zip-up jacket
with flower print. (408) 8 21 -62 53
LOST IPOD 20 Gbs w / cracked
screen. REWARD (707) 235-0230
$ 1 0 0 0 REWARD for info on stolen
1999 silver Volvo S 7 0 model
Contact: 431 -29 72
Sunglasses found in Computer
Science bldg. Call (805) 305 -03 80
FOUND: Am anda's Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
-ost and Found ads are FREE

M u s t a n g D aily

Sports

Sports Editor: Tristan Aird • mista»i}id(aiysports@fimail.ann
Assistant Sports Editor: Frank Stnuizl
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P oV w ater ski team to m ake history
The Mustangs will appear this
weekend at nationals for the
first time ever.
Tristan Aird
MUSrANC DAIIY

Since resurfacing in 2003, the
^
C]al Poly water ski club team has
not yet been to the prestigious
National Collegiate Water Ski
Association Nationals.
llïè^è
That will change this weekend
.R;',
when the Mustangs head to k io
Linda, Ckilif., for nationals, which
will be hosted by Sacramento
State.
“ It’s huge,” said Amanda
Willson, who is m her final quarter
as
i»
competing with the team. “This
spring we’ve finally picked up a
sponsor for our boat. The last four
m
%
years it’s all coming together. It’s
going to be really interesting to see
what happens.”
Willson, who graduated from
C'al Poly in 2005 with a degree in
COURTESY I’ HOK)
recreation, served previously as the 'rh ird -y e a r Cal Poly water ski team member Jason Proctor skis 36 mph 22 feet off at Western Regionals in Arizona
club’s president, a post now held by last weekend. The Mustangs advanced to the National Collegiate Water Ski Association Nationals for the first time.
Colin Ciibbs. She said the team’s
roots date back to the 1070s before
“You can’t practice water ski if year were in Kentucky.
out freshmen Greg C31son and
it was brought back three years you don’t have a boat,” Willson
In addition to Cal Poly, Garrett Hollinsworth.
said.
NC'WSA Western Division teams
The team meets at S p.m.
In his third year with the team,
The team practices three to five include traditional Pac-lO schools Tuesdays in Fisher Science, room
Gibbs said the Mustangs being days a week at Lake Nacimiento Arizona, Arizona State, Stanford, 2S7.
slotted No. 1 in the NC'WSA near Paso Kobles. Its funds come UCLA, u s e and C’iregon.
“ I’m always wanting to encour
Western Division II rankings pro from both fundraisers and ASI sup
After competing at the C'hico age anybody who is interested to
vides the team confidence.
port, Gibbs said.
State Tournament and Western check it out,” Gibbs said.
“ We’re stoked,” Ciibbs said.
There are two divisions at Regionals in Arizona earlier this
Gibbs said his favorite aspect of
“Making it to nationals is crazy.”
nationals. C"al Poly, which com year, C'al Poly feels ready for this water skiing is the wide range of
Nationals run Thursday through petes in the Western C'ollegiate weekend, Willson said.
skill levels seen at tournaments
Saturday.
Water Ski CTmference, is in
“The team has a really good throughout the fall and spring
Cial Poly has 35 to 40 team Division II alongside its top rival, chance of winning if we ski to our quarters, when the team competes.
members, but only 21 will com San Diego State.
capability,” she said. “The team has
“You can go to a tournament
pete this weekend, Willson said.
The Aztecs eliminated the sixth- turned a lot of heads in confer and ski against the best in the
She added the biggest improve place Mustangs at regionals last ence.”
world,” he said. “ And at the other
ment to the program in recent year and the two teams will meet
Gibbs said the Mustangs have end of that, there are people who
years has been the stability of hav again this weekend. Nationals last been lifted bv the efforts o f stand have never skied before.”
ing a boat with a sponsor.

COM M ENTARY

Pis lose crucial first
18 m onths in jail too
game to Tigers, 5-1
Oakland starter Barry Zito is
rocked in Game 1 of ALCS.
AS.SCX:iATEn PRESS

Urandon Inge, Nate Robertson
and the Detroit Tigers are showing
no signs of slowing down in the AL
playoffs.
Inge hit a solo home run and
RBI double from the bottom of the
order, Ivan Rodriguez also homered
and Robertson pitched the Tigers
past the Oakland Athletics 5-1
Tuesday night in Game 1 of the
American League championship
series.
The Tigers battered Barry Zito,
turned four double plays and once
again relied on their flame-throwing
relievers. Only one thing went
wrong: Sean Casey, Detroit’s No. 3
hitter, left early because of an
injured left calf.
Game 2 in the best-of-seven
scries ^— a rematch of the 1972
ALCS — is Wednesday night, with

Oakland’s Esteban Loaiza facing
Justin Verlandet.
Fresh off surprising the New York
Yankees in four games in the open
ing round, the typically free-swing
ing Tigers worked the count against
Zito.
The A’s ace retired the first eight
batters he faced before running into
trouble, with 10 of the last 13 Tigers
facing him reaching base on the way
to a 5-0 lead.
The wild-card Tigers showed off
their gloves, too, tying a league
championship series record for dou
ble plays, last accomplished by the
San Francisco Giants exactly 19
years earlier — on Oct. 10, 1987.
Robertson, who lost Game 1
against the Yankees in his postseason
debut, threw five shutout innings to
win for the first time in the
Coliseum. The 29-year-old lefty
struck out the side to escape a
fourth-inning jam after Frank
Thomas drew a leadoff walk and Jay
see A’s, page 30

m any for reporters

Devan McClaine
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Call me crazy, but I think there
are more important things in life
than ba.seball.
Don’t get me wrong — I’m a
baseball fanatic. I love everything
about it, the nuances, subdeties and
even the waiting. Apparendy, the
people in Washington, D.C. are even
bigger fans. Picture the guy at the
game who paints himself in home
colors, gets sloshed and repeatedly
questions the sexual orientation of
the opposition’s best player in a sec
tion full of children and old people.
The government is that guy: Super
Fan.
I thought I loved baseball, but
Uncle Sam showed me what love
really is.
Love is focusing on the game to
the point that you would send peo
ple to prison for 18 months for
doing their job and telling the truth.

Love is holding congressional hear
ings on steroid use in baseball (and
all major American sports) at a time
when we are embroiled in the most
unpopular conflict since theVietnam
War. Love is prodding the Feds to get
every last indictment they can.
It was a farce to see members of
Congress atop their elevated moral
perch belitde pro athletes on the
dangers that steroids pose to kids.
The political posturing last year
was disgusting and continues to this
day. With the recent sentencing of
San Francisco Chronicle reporters
Mark Fainaru-Wada and Lance
Williams (authors of the book Game
of Shadows, which brought the
BALCO scandal to public light) to
18 months in prison, the govern
ment has set a dangerous precedent.
Distribute steroids, fine, couple
months in jail. Start the biggest per
formance-enhancing drug ring in
history, cool, four months. Do your
see Reporters, page 30

Frank StranzI
SENIOR SI AEE WRITER

('al Foly football fans in excess
of 8,400 flocked to Alex G. Spanos
Stadium on Saturday night. That
means more than 8,400 displaced
fans this weekend, as fans will have
to endure a bye week.
James Noble will not fake any
linebackers out of their shoes, Kyle
Shotwell will not stick any oppos
ing running backs into a grass grave
and there will be no fans lining up
outside the stadium and on the
lawns surrounding the field trying
to catch a glimpse of the action.
What is the Cal Foly fan to do?
Here are the top three options to
compensate for the bye week:
1. N o. 20 Cal Poly vs. UC
Santa Barbara, volleyball
The storyline:The Ciauchos have
won the Big West C'onference four
years in a row. This rivalry used to
be one of the most noteworthy on
the O n tral Coast back in the
198(ls. In 1984 and 1985, Cal Foly
reached No. 1 m the national polls
and knocked the Ciauchos out of
the NCiAA Tournament four times
in the 1980s.
(ial Foly was a big-time volley
ball school until the “Dark Ages” in
2(K)3 and 2004, but the program
has rebounded and now it’s the
Ciauchos going through hard times.
The Ciauchos aren’t nearly the
powerhouse they’ve been in years
past, but they’re playing to keep
their Big West title hopes alive —
and coach Kathy Ciregory is one of
the best around, so the match
should be competitive.
Why you should go: There are
two reasons to check this one out:
Volleyball is about the best athletic
program on campus. Being ranked
No. 20 of all Division I teams is no
joke. Reason No. 2: It’s a rivalry
game. UC Santa Barbara is the geo
graphic rival for Cal Foly. Everyone
remembers playing against your
cross-town rival in high school, the
intensity that such games arouse.
The wild-card reason to see this
game: The team is fun to watch. I
hadn’t been to a volleyball match in
my life last year. I thought it was
going to be boring. That match
happened to be when Cal Poly
upset the Gauchos last season.
2. Cal Poly vs. UC
Barbara, m en’s soccer

Santa

I don’t know why this game had
to be scheduled concurrently with
the volleyball match, but if Mott
Gym doesn’t catch your eye, treat
yourself to a different rivalry
match. This game offers a different
kind of element: David vs. Goliath.
First-year head coach
Paul
Holocher and his Mustangs nearly
upset No. 22 UC Irvine, falling 1-0
see Frankly, patge 30

